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e Murray Ledger& Times
In Our 98th Year Murray, Ky., 
Monday Afternoon April 11, 1977
The dismissal of Gordon S. Plummer
as chairman of the art department of
Murray State University was affirmed
Friday by the Sixth U. S. Circuit Court
of Appeals.
.Plummer, who headed. the depart-
ment from 1971 through June 30, 1974,
contended he had the right of tenure
because of a letter he received from a
. dean slating that unless he was found to
be in 'vinlatinn. Of. University rules he
"would be considered for immediate
tenure as a faculty member."
The appellate court . rejected the
,argument saying that in fact, Plummer
had never-actually achieved tenure.
"Murray State University has a well
defined tenure system for which
Plummer never qualified," the ap-
pellate court said in upholding the
lower court decision.
Plummer. was notified after the third
year that his contract- would not be
renewed for a fourth year, according to
the records of the Board of Regents of
the university.
UP WITF1 PEOPLE — Th 'tip With People" c
oncert will be held tomorrow night at the Mur
ray Site University
Fieldhouse. Sponsored by the Murray Student Act
ivities Council, the concert is set for eight p. m.
 During the past year, the
five touring casts of Up With People have been 
seen by over one million people imV communitie
s across the United
States and abroad. The show is an entertaining 
two hours of musk and dancing which includes 
a broad,, range of con-
temporary and traditional material backed by an instr




Kentucky. author and poet Jesse
Stuart, whose werk has oarned hi=
recognition around the world, will be
back on the campus of Muqay State
University again this buribruner--. to
direct the seventh Jesse Stuart
Creative Writing Workshop.
Scheduled July 11-29,_the three-week
workshop will again include studies of
five writing forms —,..shart story, novel,
poetry, articles, and writing for
children. An anthology of outstanding
-student_ _work __is_4lliblishiA by the
university from each workshop.
Initiated in 1969, the workshop is
designed to foster, and encourage
creative writing by affording students a
- close working relationship_ with
established professional writers. Stuart
will be joined by afacultyof five highly
successfulWriters. '
In addition to Stuart, who will teach
the short story, o other members of the
faculty and courses they will teach are:
' Mrs. Harriette Simpson Arnow of Ann
Arbor, Mich., the novel; Lee Pen-
nington of Louisville, poetry; Dr. L. J.
Hortin of Murray, articles; and Alvin
Tresselt and Blossom Budney 4.Mrs.
Tresselt) of West Redding, Conn.,
writing for, children.
Stuart, a prolific wrifer whose work
ranges from poetry to novels, has been
• involved in many creative writing
workshops. The Greenup County
writer's works, from scribbled notes to
finished books, are contained in the
three-room Jesse Stuart Suite of the
Murray State library.
Pennington, an associate professor of
English at Jefferson Community
College in Louisville, has taught in each
of the previous workshop*. His writing
career includes publication of hundreds
of poems in several magazines, several
short stories, .three plays, almost 100
magazine articles, and thousands of
newspaper articles.
Mrs. Arnow, a native Kentuckian, is
best known for her novels, short stories,
and non-fiction books. Her novels in-
clude "Hunter:s Horn," a 1949 best
seller and Fiction Book Club selection,
"Mountain Path," "The Dollinaker,"
and her lates, "The Kentucky Trace."
Hortin, professor emeritus of jour-
nalism at Murray State, spent more
than 45 years teaching journalism at
inside today
Murray State and Ohio University. He
witig.tx known for his _Magazine and
newspaper ee'ature artteliZanci fOrthe-
high honors attained by several -of his
former students. Hortin has been on the
workshop faculty each year.
Tresselt is the author of 53 children's'
books and one of the most recognized
writers of children'sliterature in the
cauntry. Many of his books have won
high honors. His wife is,. an award-
winning writer' of children's books. She
is on the adjunct English faculty at
-Western -C6rin-eTttentStlite College.
Serving as the workshop coordinator
is Martha Guier, director of placement
at Wirral State.
Students may enroll in any one of the
five"ontirnes for three semester hours of.
graduate or undergraduate credit pr fore
non-credit. Students who have Veit( the
fees for one course may audit-any of the
other four courses without additional
charge. _
Additional workshop informatkin
may beeobtained by contacting Miss
Martha Guier, Coordinator, Jesse
Stuart Creative Writing Workshop,




The wet-dry referendum planned for
this spring has been postponed until fall
so that wet supporters can solidify their
strength, according to Rick Lamkin,
chairman of the Murray Local Option
Committee.
The wet supporters have been
working slowly and concentrating on
registering Murray State University
students, who make up the majority of
their backers, he said. .
The committee, the MSU College
Republicans, Democrats and the
Calloway County Democratic party are
sponsoring a voter registration drive in
the lobby of the MSU Student Center
'Monday and Tuesday in preparation for
,the referendum, Lamkin said.
The wet supporters have the number
of signatures needed for a petition that
is required by a Kentucky statue before
a referendum can beheld, he added. •
It's not often a team finishes last and the coach is
pleased about the performance. But such was the case
Saturday as Murray State placed fourth in a
quadrangular meet at Stewart Stadium. See the story in
today's sports section.
The question has arisen as to whether federal income
tax casualty loss deductions will.cover winter freeze loss
of trees and shrubs. The details are on .Page Four, in
today's Farm Section.
sunny and warm
Sunny and warm today with
high temperatures in the low and
mid 80s. Clear and mild tonight
'with lows in the low and mid 50s.
Sunny and warm Tuesday. Highs
















Actors Theatre of Louisville,ihe state
thFitre of e tuik Will- baSent-ttir 
popular comedy, "The Rainmaker," at
Murray State University on' Friday
evening, April 15, as part of its spring -
tour of cities throughout Kentucky.
The curtain will go up at 8p. m. in the
University Theatre-of the Price Doyle
, Fine Arts Center for the production co-
sponsored by the Student Government
Association and University Theatre.
From October through May, Actors
Theatre plays to about 250,000 at its
home base in Louisville- and on 
its
annual spring tour. . • -
Its production of "The Rainmaker'
• Will be performed by- a corps ofthe-
professional resident acting compam
complete with imaginative settings an
costumes.
The plot surrounds a Western
ming family, which is besieged' by 4
devastating drought and a smootrt-
talking, charming visionary named 1-•;,:!
Starbuck who promises to bring ram in
exchange for a price.
Murray State students with iden-
tification cards and people ‘k :th
University Theatre season tickets ,4;1.
be admitted at no charge. Tickets to the
general public will go on sale at $2 3,0




The Calloway County Fiscal Court
will meet in regular session
Tuesday, April 12, at nine a. m.
The meeting will be held in the off;
of County Judge Robert 0. Miller.
15' Per Copy One Section — 12 Pages
Easter Celebrated
Around _The World
Pope Paul VI wished tbe world "a
happy Easter" in 74 languages,'
anarchists interrupted Mass in Paris'
_Notr-e Dame Cathedral, the Carters
held a sunrise service on a Georgia
back porch, and millions watched the
re-enactment of the Easter story on
television. _ 4.0
..21..ife_is_heauti1ul if it .is. new," the
. Pope told an estimated 200,060 people
thronging St.. Peter's Square. and
overflowing into nearby streets. "We
, believe that the .yaun_g_people  of today
are particularly predispOTed to un-
derstand and welcome this good Wish,
which is-full of hope and energy.", -
In Jerusalem, the crush of pilgrims
was unusually heavy because Easter
--carne-on the same-day this year for the.
Eastern and Western Christian chur-
ches.
While Orthodox and Roman Catholics
worshiped al_th_e Church of the Holy
Sepulchre, m-g-n Protestants attended
sunrise services at another traditional
tomb site outside the walls of the Old
City. Lutherans went to the Mount of
Olives, where the New Testament says
Christ ascended to heaven.
Runoff Election To Be
Held For Faculty Rep
Throe faculty members at Murray
State University will be on the. ballot
Tuesilay in a runoff election to deter-
mine who will serve a three-year term
on thr-licsirct,of rtgents "as faculty
representative.
They polled the highest numbei of
-voter- _among :nine candidates in
balloting Friday. The candidates in the
runoff election and the number of votes_
ca.q for them are:
Dr. S. M. Matarazzo, professor of
7rofessional studies, 61; Dr. C. 13.
Arilder, _associate professor of
Aological sciences, 51; and Dr. Harry
Lonleir___assosiate professor of ,
chemistry, 23.
None of the three has previously held
the faculty seat on the board.
A runoff became necessary 'Under
election guidelines when mine of the
candidates in the Friday election had a
clear majority. It took the total number
of votes received by the three top vote:
getters to constitute a majority of the
-243 faculty members who cast a ballot.
Other candidates on the ballot and the
nUmber of votes they received were:
Dr. Christine Parker, 4 associate
professor of mathematics, 22; Robert
Jones, associate professor of
engineering and industrial technology,
21; Philip Tibbs, professor of ac-
counting and finance, 19; James I.-
Schempp, assistant professor of speech
and 'theatre, 17; Dr. William Presson,
professor of recreation and physical
education, 16; and Dr. Carroll
Harrison, associate professor of Speech
and theatre, 13.
Faculty members of assistant
profesSor rank or above are eligible to
vote in the Tuesday 'runoff from 8 a.m.
to 4:30. pm. in the Registrar's Office.
Eligible voters- who will be away from
the campus on univer_sity business on
Tuesday may vote absentee on Mor-
day.
A second runoff election, if
necessary, Will be Fkday, with ab-
sentee voting on Thursday.
Dr. Mark Cunningham, professor of
psychology, is currently serving as the
-faculty:representative-on- the board.
A Kentucky law enacted in 1968
requires election of a faculty
representative to the board of regents.
The faculty representative was ac-
corded voting privilege by the Ken-
tucky General Assembly in 1972.
In Paris, two young French women
ran up the aisle of Notre. Dame shouting
and trying to unfurl a banher sup--
porting the West German Baader-
Meinhof gang of anarchists during
services that were being televised
throughout Western Europe. Police
seized ̀ them on the steps,f the altar,
angthe service continued.
President Carter and his family held
a sunrise service on his son Jack's back -
porch in Calhoun,. Ga. Amy read from
the Bible, Mrs. Carter led a prayer, and
the4amily 4alJce4 ,hnifrhp rirr.,arh and' 
resurrection of Christ and what it
meant to them, the President reported
later. Then the Carters went. to Sunday
seticrol and. churchat the First Baptist
Church. 
.11
BriRht süiiTillt bronglitthousandslo'—''' --
promenade up and down New York's
Fifth Avenue. closed to traffic for 19
blocks for the annual Easter Parade.
Atlantic City's boardwalk also was
crowded,
The biggest Easter audience was in
, the homes. of America Sunday night as
millions watched the concluding half of
Franco Zeffiretli's • 6t-hour 'movie
"Jesus of Nazareth." Audience figures
were not yet available, but based on
ratings of the. first half April 3, NBC
predicted a total audience of 90
. The' officially atheistic Soviet
government announced that Easter
services were held "in all the temples
• and prayer houses of this country's
cities and villages." In Moscow,special
buses took people to the cemeteries to
clean family graves and leave Easter
• 
.. pastries and eggs. ,
But in apparent competition with
midnight etiwrch services, the gover-
nment television service presented a
late variety show featuring Liza
See EASTER,
Page 12, Column Four
Members of the Murray Civitan Club voted Thursda
y to provide another
two-hundred dollars in support of the Murra
y Middle School Special
Olympics Basketball Team. Here, Wayne Williams o
f the local Civitan club
presents a check for $200.00 to Charles Caldwell
, a member of the basket-
ball team. This team and its sponsors will leave Mur
ray on April 14 for
Michigan- City, Ind., for their next round of tournam
ent play. Elbert
Thomason, president of the Murray Civitans said, 'Our cl
ub members feel
that the support of this group is justified in terms of he
lping give them ad-
ditional life experiences and hopefully improve their opp
ortunities for
being useful citizens of our community."
MSU Official Trapped In Flood
tty M. C. Garrott
Asleep in an upstairs apartment r
Williamson, W. Va., list tuesdav.
Charles H. Tolley of Murray 1.k
awakened at 6 a. m. by a tapping at:'
window.
Looking out, he saw a man in a b. -.+:
offering to take him and Ron Kulicin-P•
a former student of his and with wl, -
he was visiting, to safety as the rii::
paging Tug Fork of the Big Sandy kr.. ,
swept through the town.
Below on the street, Tolley's cloth, •
briefcase and 'the 1975 state-own'.
station wagon in which he was travel 1
was under 12 feet of muddy water.
,"Outfitted in borrowed clothing. L'
gratefully settled, back in his favor:TA
chair at his home Thursday night an(
recalled his harrowing, three-da
experience in the flood-ravaged Wf- 4
• Virginia mountain town of 5,300.
Only hours before he had watched
many as 17 homes, a railway car.
mobile home, and autoinobileS tossed
downstream as the record-shattering
flood, caused by five inches of steady
rain, and -crumbling earthen dams
swept through the town.
Director of the higher education
program at Murray State University.
Tolley was in Williamson to visit wIth
three of his former students who were
4
-
either teaching or inter,ning, at Southern
West Virginia Community College,
which is located there.
Accompanied by Cathey Cole, who is
serving an internship as an assistant to
the director of ..-uirThiunity- college
studies with the Kentucky. Council on "
Public Higher Education, he had driVen
to Williamson from Frankfort Monday
only to find the river swollen and rising.
rapidly.
. In addition to Kupcinski, who teaches
business. at the community co:lege
there, three other Murray graduates
are on its faculty. Dan Meadow teaches
English and guidance counseling. His
wife, Cindy, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Howard Koenen, of Murray; teaches'
nursing, and Becky Hogancamp,
daughter of Murray State Vice
President and Mrs. Thomas B.
,Hogancamp, is a higher education
intern at the school.
Only Kupcinski's second-floor
apartment-was in-the-flooded area, and
the water came within six inches of
getting into it as the river crested-at 57 
,
feet, 15 feet above flood stage. a
"By midnight Monday it hadn'tlyet
reached the top of the flood wall
,'
Tolley said, "although the predicti
on
was that it might go as much ai4wo feet
over it. As a precautionary measure
Ron. and I moved our cars to a spot
where the natives assured us water had
never been before.
-It was between. 5 and 6 a. m.
Tuesday that the water came up -so
swiftly, apparently as dams gave way,
inundating everything as a big wall of it.. 7
- ca
,
me down from upstream. Our station
wagon' as well a Ron's cdr, that of his
roommate's and about ?A belonginVo
.neighbors were covered."
Damage to the univey• vehicle has
not yet been deterginMIlf„ 'said, as it
will be several days Wore it can be
retrieved.
Tolley-and Mise-Cole were flown back
to Frankforj, Thursday in a private
. plane. -I was lucky enough after that,"
he said, "to find a state plane bringing a
group of Department of Transportation
people to Kentucky Darn Village for. a.
. meeting. They had one seat left on the
plane, and let me have it."
During his brief stop-over in Frank-
fort. Tolley was given a complete
change of clothes by Dr. Carl Shroat,
formerly of Murray and whose wife,
-Sac.kie,' is the daughter-Of Mr -end Mrs.
Jack Gardner of Murray..
• "Although water filled the first floors
of every building on the community
college campus and many of thepeople
there' had lost their homes and
automobiles, its, administrators,
faculty and .student' were more con-
cerned for the welfare of others in the
community „Marl with their own,"
Tolley noted 
. •
"Cirply' and the other nurses were
working tirelessly at the two hospitals,
,which were beyond reach of the water.
./ Teachers and students were helping
_ evacuate people from their homes and
in the salvaging of personal belongings,
while still others were helping in settirig
up refugee centers in churches."
With the temperature dipping to- 22
degrees Tuesday night, their biggest
problem was keeping warm, he said,
the town. being without gas or electric
service. "We had plenty of covers,•
though, and divided' among-us to make
the best of the -situation," he said.
Candles were at a premium. -
Miss Hogancarnp, who is involved in
development of English and reading
programs as an intern at the college
and with whom Miss Cole was visiting,
had kept a ,supply of -drinking water .
available last winter during the
searely cold weather. Fortunately, she
still had enougAssin -hand to tide them
• over until the National Guard began
bringing in, water, food, Pampers -and
other supplies'. as soon as the flood
Waters began to receecj. by. noon Wed-
nestlay.
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Rei-. peak. et- 10!
illeihtidiSt--4/(40/ken
The Ll.nited Methlbdist fi the cliiirCh." -
• .
Church Wo en met Tuesday, Miss Roberta Whitnah read
April-5. at ten a.m. untie Hale_ _the niiiiiitee awl took the circle
Chapel with the president, count with the Mattie Bell
Mrs. Milton Jones, presiding. Hays Circle having the largest
Mrs. Buron Jeffreyy= in- number of members present.
d the speaker for the sirs James Byrn frOta the__
Shepard, pastor of the Dexter- very impressive devotion I
troducc 
1:Dectit -Ats1 -
By Abigail Van Buren
Teri Unlikely Suitorprogram, the Rev. Steve Alice Waters Circle gave
Hardin, Palestine, end Olive The Beaity of Spring."
The Executive Beard met at
mime a.m. followed by coffee at
30 a.m. in the social
with the Faith Doran Circle as
hostesses.
United Methodist Churches.








Mr. and Mrs. Jeff Chase of
Parma, Ohio, are the parents
of a baby girl, Amy Lyn,
weighing seven pounds
The home -of Mrs. I. B. 
 •
thirteen ounces, • besn on
Mayfield was the scene of the Monday, April 4.
March meeting of the New Grandparents are Mr. and
Concord- Homemakers Club 
-with Mrs. Charlie Stub- 
Mrs. Jehnni Reagan of
and Mrs. 
litblefield, president. presiding, 
Mueray and Mr. --
and Mrs. Effie Edwards 
Harold Chase of Marion, 
Great grandmothers are Mrs..
giving the secretary's report. marthazartet and Mrs. Ruth
Darrell Mitchell gave
the _dev ntinn. rip  ' 'the Art_of 
Reagan.- --•
Contentment." 'Members BANKER BOY
answered the roll call with Sgt. and Mrs. Robert
their favorite spring flowers: Charles -Banker of Berlin-,
The major lesson on, Germany, are the parents of a
-Italian Cooking" was baby boy, Robert Edward,
presented by Mrs. Rose Rice. weighing seven pounds
The minor lesson on "Spring fourteen ounces, measuring
,Fashions" was given by Mrs. twenty inches, born on
Curtice Cook, "Landscape Thursday, March 31, at 10:13
From Art" was given by Mrs. a. m. at a hospital in Berlin.
Ed Davis. The father is serving with
Mrs. Rainey Lovins directed the U. S. Army.
the recreational period. Grandparents are Mrs.
The hostess, assisted by
Mrs. Edwards' and Mrs.
Buford French, Jr., served
refreshments of nabisco torte,
cheese Olive dainties, mints,
nuts, coffee, and Cokes to
fourteen members and two
visitors, Mrs. French and
Mrs. Virginia Burnham, the
latter becoming 'new mem-
bers.
The club will meet April 13










Mrs. J. H. Garrison of
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tonite's movies






641 N. Central Ctr
Thru Wed.
Ci•tiif
641 N Central Ctr
Ends Wed.
A groat new MUM SWITOI
WALT DISNEY tiouscnora
DAY
Best Picture of The Year!!




























DEAR ABBY: I. am e.52-year-old widow who is being
pestered by a bachelor in whom I have no interest-. But HE
is interested in ME.
I work from 8 to 5, and when I come home I find him
puttering around in my garden, or sweeping my garage or
driveway.
Itch:11qm I am not interested in marriage, sex, love or a
live-in companion. He said HE was.
I don't want to have him arrested for trespassing on ply
property or harassing me, because I don't -think he's
dangerous.
Ho* can I get this man to leave me alone without going
to the law?
411 NOT THAT LONESOME
DEAR NOT: TELL hian you will have him arrested if be
doesn't stay off your property and quit bothering you. And
if that doesn't work, you may have to call the police. Lie
may nat-be-thargerotnr; but you have a right to be left
alone.
-
DEAR ABBY: My husband and I gave our married son
(whb- lives near ue) a key to our. home so he can come here
to check up on things when we're out of town.
Well, it seems that while we're away, he and his wife
come in and bornow whatever they want. We don't even
know what they've borrowed until we look for something
and'can't find it. (I refer to serving trays, linen, card
tables, *garden tools and bottles from our bar!)
We've always been on good terms with our children and
wept to stay that way, but we think they have their nerve
helping themselves to our things and not returning them.
Is there any way we can get our key back and put a stop
to this without demanding it and hurting their feelings?
PHILADELPHIA PARENTS
-4
DEAR PARENTS: What's wrong with the direct
approach? Simply ask them to return: [a] everything
they've borrowed; [14 the key. And don't be bashful about
telling them why.
DEAR ABBY: As a professional musician, I know I
speak for all pianists and organists who have performed at.
parties and have wanted to tell the guests the following:
Please do not:
1. Sit on the bench with me and engage me, in
conversation. It makes it impossible for me to perform.
2. Place drinks on the organ or piano. (I've had whole
-drinks fall on the keyboard and saturate the organ.)
• 3. Decide that you can play, too, and then proceed to
fiddle with the, keys while I am playing.
4. Sing loudly into my ear.
Abby, you would be ding all musicians a trememdous
favor if you'd publish this.
R.G.R., THIBODAUX, LA.
DEAR R.G.R.: Consider it done.
CONFIDENTIAL TO "NEW READER" IN BEND,
OREGON: You've gone from bed to worse. Bend is a very
small town for people with big mouths. Take my advice
to Portland.
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069.






FOR TUESDAY, APRIL 12, 1977
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
ARIES
Kar_21 to Apr. 20)
Especially favored under
day's somewhat unusual but, on
the Whole, friendly aspects:




(..Apr. 21 to May 21)
b.
Stretch a point where it will
pay off later. A vote of con-
fidence is sometimes necessary
to secure cooperation. Maintain
a steady hand and a discerning
eye.
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21)
Meet competition - but in a
subtle manner. Advancement




(June 22 to July 23) 480
Some earnings and credits
may be less than expected, but
the general outlook is excellent
for benefits through sustained
effort over a period of time.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23) J2figt
Mixed planetary influences
give a total picture of alter-
nating apathy, readiness, in-
noir-
Cypress Springs Resort
.-Locaiad 1a miles s. of Murray off HWY. 121
BOAT DOCK SPACE
In
All New Concrete Docks
Covered Slips to 20 ft.
Open Slips to 28 ft.
Gas-Bait-Beer-Pop-Ice-Tackle
Restaurant
Good Water Year Around
•
Louie Williams, Owner Phone 436-5496
decision, enthusiasm. Firm up'
VIRGO
V.'ttt(Aug. 21 to Sept. 23) WP 
You may experience a sense
of frustration, along with
boredom and fretfulness. Your
keen mind and innate good
sense should help you coun-
teract.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to-r)ct. 23) Ain
Be cautious in dealing with
associates. Some may urge you
to make certain commitments
against your better judgment..
Don't let yourself be pressured.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. M)
Generally, a day for action
but be careful not to run out of
bounds. On the other hand,
delaying tactics could also be
unwise. Judge carefully.
SAGMARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) Jersig0
You should do especially well
in projects which require
careful organization, clever
management. Don't let op-
position dissuade you.
CAPRICORN .
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) /10
If careful to guard against
impulsive acts and words, the
day should be generally smooth.
A fine period for making travel
plans.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Your active mind needs ex-
pression now. Direct it with
forethought, discernment Give
thought to future needs as well
as current projects. Changes
may be tequired.
PISCES X
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Toe can choose activities
from several areas now, but




YOU BORN_ TODAY are
intellectually inclined and have
been endowed with a brilliant
eloquence,which could serve
you well in the fields of law,
atatesnionwhip, literature or the
theater. You are optimistic and
self-confident -• often TOO
hopeful and speculative. Try to
realise reasonable Lind
You are an excellent prombter
and can sell anything:
sometimes fail to sell yourself,
however, because you are
overly aggressive. Care! Birth-






party for the youth of the
Churches of Christ will be at
Skateiand, U. S. 641 North, at
eight p. m_
Monday, April II
Bake sales will be held in
front of Roses and Singer's
from nine a.m. to six p.m.,
sponsored by the Senior High




Church Women will meet at
the home of Emma Dean
Lawson at seven p.m.
^
Willie Bell Hays Circle of
First United Methodist
Church Women will meet at
seven p.m. at the church. •
Ladies, day luncheon




Jerry Roth/nun Irotn Los
Angeles, Cal.,- Will lecture on
ceramics at 7:30 p.m. in Room
423, Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center, MSU. No charge and
public is invited.
Dick Carelli, AP
correspondent ' of U.S.
Supreme Court, will speak at
six p.m. of Sigma Delta Chi,
Society of Professional
Journalists in Room 111,
Wilson Hall, MSU. His topic




at the Extension Office at
seveu p.m.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
First Presbyterian Church,
Main and 16th Streets, at 7:30
p.m.
Cordelia Erwin Circle of
South Plensant Grove United
Methodist Chord% Women will
meet at seven p.m. at the
church.
Murray State University
trombone choir, directed by
Prof. Raymond Conklin, will
perform at 8:15 p.m. in the 014




will present "Up With People",




Club will meet with Mrs.
Blaine White at one p.m.
Suburban Homemakers .‘
Club will meet with Mrs.
Holmes Dunn at seven p.m.
Group I of First Christian
Church CWF will meet at Vie
home of Mrs. Henry Fulton at
ten a.m. with program by
Mrs. Jim Boone.
Murilty TOPS Club will
meet at , Health Center at
seven p.m.
Tuesday, April 12
Deiter Senior Cilium will
have a potluck hineheo0 ii
twelve noon at the Dexter
Center. —
Recipe Group Of Welcome
Wagon Newcomers Club will
meet with Marilyn Miller at
noon with the topic to be
Jewish foods.
R4401— Wooten - Group of
Sinking Spring Baptist Church
Women will have a Mother-
Daughter GA Banquet at CV
p.m.
Murray Branch- of the
American Association of
University Women will meet
for a dinner meeting at 6:30
p.m. at the Colonial House
Smorgasbord.
Circles of First,, United
Methodist Church Women will
meet as follows: Alice Waters
with Mrs. Otis Brooks, Bessie
Tucker with Mrs. John
Livesay, andliaryleana Frost
with Mrs: Charles .Baker, all
at 9:30 a.m., and Faith Doran
at sew* 3190th nein Of chlircb _
at two p.m.
Tuesday, April 12
Betty Sledd Mission Group
of Memorial Baptist Church
will meet at 7:30 p.m.
Freed-Hardeman College
Associates will -meet at seven
p.m. in the annex of the
University Church of Christ.
Concert by Stan Kenton and
his orchestra will be at Lovett
Auditorium at eight p.m.
Phi Delta kappa dinner will
beat Winslow Cafeteria, MSU,
at 6:30 p.m.
Tuesday, April 11 .
Murray Quota Club will
meet at twelve noon at the
Triangle Inn.
Lydian Sun School Class
of First Baptist Church will
meet at the chnèh fellowship
hall at seven p.m. with Groups
I and II in charge.
Groups of First Baptist
Church Women will meet as
follows:- I with Mrs. Owen. - -
Billington at nine a.m., U with
Mrs. Bertie Gingles at ten
111 with Mrs,hfitra
Waters at two p.m.
Palestine United Methodist Mulray Star Chapter No.
Church Women will meet .at 449EB_will meet at Masonic
ten a.m. Hall at 7:30-P.m. -
Hardin Senior' Citizens will
have a social breakfast from,
7:30 to ten a.m. with shopping
from ten a.m. to four p.m.
Ellis Center will be open
,from ten a.m. to three p.m. for
senior citizens with sack lunch
at noon, speaker on Medicare
Supplement Insurance at




club will meet with Mrs. John
LiVesay at one p.m.
Meals for senior citizens will
be at North 2nd Center at
twelve noon.
Bowling for senior citizens









Block, beige, red, navy, green in pull-on












$311 V.ifoll With AM Additiosol Frances
Dowry purchase. Two perfumed750 cologne sprays, cream perfume
\its. 
and body lotion
- Panties, gowns, slips, robes in white and pastel colors




Our Regular 6.00 to 30.00
299,0 1999
Spring and summer tuntOr/miSSy sportswear Save now
on pants, skirts, novelty tops ond lockets in your
fovarotstyles Sizes 5 to 15 and 8 to 18 Save
Jr. & Missy Spring Styles!
Pantsuits




Our Regular 12.00 to 25.00
50% OFF
Leathers and leather. lookspring styles in assorted




Our Regular 28.00 to 68.00
_
179' to 3990
Save during our -After-Easter Clearance of wonted
lunior, rrasSy and half-size Spring, dresses in your











Our entire collection enic I odinq
raincoats Polyesters, blends ond
denim styles Junior arid














Walter L. Apperson, publisher•
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This Week At MSU
I
MONDATLAPRIL 11 Doyle Fine.Arts Center.- Hick Carelli, Associates!, Press 'The Rainmaker" will begin at 8 p.
correspondent at the U. S. Supreme m. in the UniveNty Theatre. The
Court, swill be the speaker at a 6 p. m.
meeting of Sigma Delta Chi, Society of 
admission price is $2.50 or free to
students with 'ID cards and season
Pr4gessibilal j°tIrnalists' The topicWill fiCkei holders. The production Will be'be "The Courage of the Supreme .
-Court." The meeting will be held in 
presented by Actors' Theatre of
Room 111 of Wilson Hall. 
Louisville.
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY,
The Murray State University' APRIL 15 and 16
' trombone choir under the direction of - The Mnrray State's golfing Racers
Prof. Raymond Conklin will perform at
8:15 p. m. in the Old Recital Hall of the 
will be in Richmond, Ky., participating
Price Doyle.Eine Arts Center. 
in the Kentucky Intercollegiate
-Championships- at Ea-stern -Kentucky
TUESDAY, APRIL 12 University. '
The Phi Delta Kappa will ,,hold a FRIDAY, APRIL 15
, dinner meeting and election, of officers - - THROUGH -
beginning at' 6:30 p: m. in Winslow
Cafeteria. ' Rick Winebarger, of the
KentiiCky DePartment-d-r.ducation irt
Frankfort, will be the Speaker at the
- _meeting..
Stan _Kenton and his orchestra will
perform at 8 -p.- m. in Lovett
Auditorium The adthission charges THROUGH
are: $2:50 for students upon presen- WEDNESDAY, APRIL 27
tation of ID cards; all others, $3.50. On -exhibition in the Clara titEagle
WEDNESDAY, APRIL L3 Gallery of the Fine Arts Center, will be
Murray State will play a baseball these students exhibits: photography
doubleheader today at Reagan Field by Robert E. Duncan, Peewee Valley;
against Memphis State beginning at 1 p. weavings" by Steven J. Tucker,.
Lexington; and drawings and paintings
by David A. Moore, Louisville. The
public is invited.
SATURDAY, APRIL 16
: The Zone 5 meeting of the-Society of
Physics Students will be held in the
Student Center. 7.one- 5 consists of
Kentucky, Tennessee, North Carolina,
and South,Carolina. Paper's from in-
dustry rePresentatives, educational
institutions, and students will be
presented during the all-day event. For
additional information, call Dr. Don
Duncan, 502)( 762-2993.
For mentally handicapped children
eight years of age and up from twenty-
one West Kentucky counties, the
Special Olympics events will include,
swimming, field, track, softball, throw,
and broad jump. The' events Will take
Monroe!". "The Art of BullfightingL,. from .6 to cp. m. at the
and "Special Photograptaakills.
, 
' The Swimming pool,' Carr Health Building,
admission price is 25 cents. The public and Stewart Stadium. For additional
is invited to attend. information call Brenda Hinkle at 762-
David Nelson, violin, will present a 6963.
faculty recital beginning at 8:15 p. m. in The American Quarter Horse




tlw Murray State Horseman's Club,
with eighteen classes for quarter and
saddle horses will begin at Sp. m. at the
West . Kentucky Livestock and
Exposition Center, College Farm Road.
The admission price is $1.
—Murray State will play University of
Louisville in a baseball game at 3 p. m.
at Reagan Baseball Field.
Senior recitals by Harold Oliver,
French horn, Paducah- at 7 p. m., and
by Louis Geerge Bourgis III, trombone,
Paducah, at 8:15 p. m. will be held in
the Farrell Recital Hall of the Price
m.
The Murray State tennis team will
meet Middle Tennessee University at 1
p. m. on the university courts located on
Chestnut Street.
Barrington (Illinois)1' }Ugh 'School
Choir, directed by Philip Mark, Will-
perform at 4:30 p. m. in the Old Recital
Hall of the Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center.
A joint senior recital by -Pam
Fleming, soprano, Paducah, and Lila
Todd, piano, Greenville, will' begin at
8:15 p. m. in the Farrell Recital Hall of
the Price Doyle Fine Arts Center.'
THURSDAY, APRIL 14
The Murray State SpanishClub will
show four cultural films beginning at 7
p. m. in the Student Centhr Auditorium
entitled: "-John F: Kennedy," "Marilyn
FRANKFORT — Victor Hellard,
attorney and former state represen-
tative, will become director of the
Legislative Research Commission
April 16.
He will succeed Philip Coml. w114 hits
been with LRC for five years, most of it
as assistant director or director.
Conn hasn't announced where he is
going, but the word around the Capitol
WEDNESDAY, MAY 11 , is that he is going to Morehead State
The annual exhibition of juried works UnlYersity. —
by the students in the Department of Conn caused an uproar among LRC
Art at Murray State University will he personnel last summer when he made 0 y-
some unfounded accusations as a
blanket charge against all feminine
personnel in LRC. A legislative coin- The Calloway County Fiscal Court
mittee made in - investigation but voted unanimously this morning to
cleared Conn Of any wrong-doing - adopt daylight saving time beginning at
-although' "Morale dropped In- -the---the same time that the city and the rest
organization.
- The legislators, who serve as LRC
directors, said at the time that they
needed Conn for the extraordinary
session last December. The word got
out then that Conn would be leaving
LRC when another position could be
found for him. ,
• Hellard, 37, is a graduate of the
Eastern Kentucky University and the
University of Kentucky Law School. Ht
served in the House during the 1972 and
1974 sessions and was special counsetto
the House leadership in the 1976 session
and the special session in December.
He quit the legislature to resume his
'private law practice, in Versailles. He
had also done some special work for
LRC.
* The Legislative Research Ulm-
mission was created by special
legislation several 'years ago as a 20 Years Agoresearch and working arm for the
legislature.
- -
lacking in governmental --experience
when he came to the LRC post as
assistant director under White. He was
a driver for Gov. Julian Carroll during
his race for lieutenant governor. He is
also.. interested in the academic field
and at one time it was rumored about
two years ago that he was going to
Eastern State University at Richmond,
but now the word is he is going to
Morehead arnotigh be hasn't officially
announced where his new post sill be.'
shown in halter, performance, and
cattle cutting- competition, will start at.
tr-m. at the Wtsticeptucky-Livestock
and Eiposition Centeron College Farm
Road. The admission price is $1.
Murray State will meet Western,-
Kentucky University in an OVC
baseball doubleheader - at I • p. m.. .at
Reagan Field.
SUNDAY, APRIL 17
A senior organ recital by Matt
Bryant', Charleston, Mo., at 2 p. m. and
a senior recital by
trombone, Paducah; at-3:30 p. m. will
be held in the Farrell Recital HaH of the
Fine Arts Center.
hEARTUN
HEARTLINE is a service for senior
citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to
answer questions and solve problems —
fast. If you have a question or .a
problem not answered in these
columns, write HEARTLINE, 114 E.
Dayton Si., West 'Alexandria, Ohio
45381. Senior citizens will receive
prompt replies, but you must include a
stamped, self-addressed envelope. The
most useful replies will be printed in
this column.
HEARTLINE:. An insurance agent
came to my -home last week and ex-
plained how his Company's Medicare
supplement policy worked. It sounded
like a good program and he seemed like
a:nice, clean-cut young man. I was very
interested in his policy but I told him
that I wanted to talk it over with my son
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By S C Van Citron
held in- the Clara M.,- Eagle Hallery of
the Fine Arts Center. -
policies or policies that you may buy in
the future.
To order, send $1.50 to "Heartline's
Guide to. Health Insurance," P.O. Box
4994, Des Moines, Iowa 50306.-Allow six
weeks for delivery. _
HEARTLINE: I am divorced. Am I
entitled to any survivor benefits based
on the federal 'civilian service of my
deceased husband? He worked for the
federal goveenrnent for 40 years. We
were married 23 years before our
divorce. D.T.
ANSWER: . No. Since you are
divorced, you would not be entitled to
any civil service benefits, unless your
former husband designated you for a
lump sum payment of the deductions to
his credit in the retirement fund upon
his death. -
The only way you could determine
come back in a couple weeks. He then whether or not he did so %timid be to
told me that if I wanted it I Would have
to take it right then because the
enrollment period would be over that
day.
I don't like- ttrbe rushed, especially
when the policy would cost $200 for me
and another $200 for my wife. I told him
to forget the whole thing. Do these
companies have an enrollment period
or was this a quick-sell gimmick? S.T.
ANSWER: Some companies do have
enrollment periods for certain areas.
The reason for an enrollment period is
simple. Some agents -rover a large
area, sometimes an entire state. These
agents operate on a time table. It is
possible that the agent you talked to
would have been 200 miles away two
weeks from the day he saw you, and
certainly would not want to travel a
great distance for one potential sell.
---There are also cases where the agent
is local, remains local all the time and
uses this as a quick-sell method.
Heartline has developed a booklet The Lord is King for ever and
Called "Heartline's Guide to Health ever! the heathen are perished out
Insurance" which is unconditionally of his land.„Psalm 10 AC ,
..„J/Paranteed. There is a policy check list No One can stand against God
in this publicatien that will be of great \ and survive, Remember, God want..
value to you in Checking your currea to stand with you everyday
inquire in writing to the United States
Civil Service Commission, Washington,
D.C. Identify your late husband by
name, date of birth, claim number, last
agency where employed and dates, of
such employment.
HEARTLINE: My husband and I are
in our early 50s. My husband is disabled
and he drags Social Security disability
and Supplemental Security Income
payments. We have been thinking of
taking a foster child into our home. If
we do take a foster child, will the
payments we receive for prb-viding
foster care affect our SSI payments?
ANSWER: No. The money received
by you for the care of a foster child is




Among its chief duties are' drafting
legislation, research for legislation,
compiling the laws after the session is
over, and furnishing personnel for the
interim committee meetings that study
legislation or prospective legislation.
It now employes more than 100
persons. It also has the responsibility
for printing and distrtbntin_g
legislative register, which- titeltieles-all-
the regulations that implement the
states laws. LRC also compiles and
prints all the bills that goes through the
legislature, andwints the Legislative
Record during legislative sessions.
This unit of government has a large
print- shop in the basement of the
Capitol that also prints all the bias
being considered by the legislature
-when it is in session.
It also does the research and cbiti-
piles research reports of assignments
given it by the legislature. There are
' many other duties performed by this
arm of the legislature, and is a big
source of information for public of-
ficials throughout the state.
All of Kentucky's statutes are on
computer and can be called up by the
touch- of a button. This is especially
valuable when bill drafting time comes,
because most new legislation is no- -
more than changes in present law in
most cases.
Hellard will bring to his new job a
familiarity with legislation, and the
duties of legislatorefrom hii past ex-
perience as a legislator. He also brings
more maturity to the post the younger
Conn had.
- Conn became LRC director when
Jackson White joined the cabinet of
Gov. Julian Carroll, or shortly before
Gov. Ford left office to go to the U S
Senate.
Conn has a PhD degree, but s; as
ears Ago
of the nation starts it this month.
The home of Mr. and Mrs.: Mutt
Williams and daughters, Sherri and
Donna, was destroyed by fire. All the
contents were also lost. - -
Deaths reported include Bert B.
Russell, age 75.
Marriages announced include Clara
Waldrop Griffin to Maurice Everett
-.Humphreys on April 8. lt"
The Yard of Mr. and Mrs. Cleburne
Adams at 301 .North Tenth Street has
been selected as "Yard of the_ Month"
by the Garden Department of the
Murray Woman's Club.
Dr. W. Frank Steely, professor of
history at Murray State University, has
been named dean of the University of
Virginia's Clinch Valley College at
Wise.
Pvt. Eldon R. Allbritten, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Huron Allbritten, was
graduated April 5 from the lineman's
course at the Army's Southeastern
Signal School, Fort Gordon, Ga.
The Rev. Walter Mischke of Paris,
Tn., will be evangelist for the revival to
avri April 14 at the South Pleasant
ifreive-Metitedist Church.
Annette Parks, Gayle Houston,
Marian Ferguson, Benita Maddox,
Mildred VanMeter, and Mrs. Howard
Nichols, -leader, all from the First
Christian _Church, are attending the
State Christian Youth Convention at
Lexington.
Births reported include a boy, Billy
Paul, to Mr. and Mrs. Billx_Max Erwin
on April 7.
Mrs. L. L. Dunn was guest speaker at
the Mother-Daughter Banquet held by
the Hazel High FHA Chapter April 2 at-
the Murray Woman's Club House. Mrs.
Ray Brownfield is chapter advisor and
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Washington, 0. C. 20510
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Washington, 0. C. 20510
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State Level
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The Murray Ledger di Times is
published every afternoon except
Sundays, July 4, Christmas Day,
New Yea'r's Day and Thanksgiving
by Murray Newspapers, Inc., lip N.
4th'St. Murray, Ky., 42071.
Second ,Class Postage Paid at
Murray, Ky. 42071.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: In
areas served by -carriers, $2.50 per
month, payable in advance. By mail
in Calloway County and ta Benton,
Hardin, Mayfield, Sedalia and Far-
mington, Ky., and Paris. Buchanan
and Ptn-year, Tenn., $17.50 per year.
By mail to oilier destinations, $32.50
per year.
-Member of Associated Press, Ken-








Murray Ledger & Times Editor
Stan Kenton, who will be in concert at
MSU's Lovett Auditorium at 8 p.m.
Tuesday, has reiterated his dislike for
current country music, partieuLarly the
"Nashville Sound."
Kenton elaborated on his thoughts on
the Nashville sound in a news article in
Sunday's Nashville Tennessean.
"I think the music that came out of
the Tennessee hills, with banjos and
mandolins and fiddles, was a genuine,
sincere form of music," Kenton said In
the biterideW, "Rut the stuff that Nash-
ville is producing now seems contrived
and commercial. It appeals to the
lowest conunon dendminator of the
masses. - It talks about the ugliest,
weakest and most simplistic of human
emotions like self-pity, despair and
hopelessness."
Kenton and his orchestra was in
Nashville to perform at the Tennessee
Java Festival at Vanderbilt University
Sunday.
0+0
The nations' work force has been
growing faster than the population as a
.iewhole, reports the American Council of
Life Insurance.
Since 1947, the U.S. population has
increased 47.6 per cent, while the
number of employed people in the
country has risen 48.6 per cent.
The 1975 civilian labor force par-
ticipation rate was 61.2 per cent. Prior
to e1970 it was slightly below 60 per cent.
0+0
The politician feels safest who steers
a cotirsethat keeps to the middle of the
road — until he discovers that's where
...most of the accidents occur.
0+0
The next time you aretempted to be
caustic, sayean advisor, try a more
positive approach.
._ Instead of saying • peevishly, "We
never have a chance to talk," say with a
smile, "Let's have a cup of coffee...how
was your day?"
Instead of complaining, "I'm always
the one who has to take out the gar-
bage," say cheerily, "Would-you like to
take the responsibility -for the garbage
or shall I?"
If you get stuck with the job, you'll at
least get credit for a pleasant offer.
And, who knows, sometimes you might
win. ,
O+o
The student grabbed the professor
after class and asked for an explanation
of the notations on his examination
paper.
"How come," the pupil inouired, "r-
_anly got, a 'D' on a paper you marred
'Good and original'?"
"Simple explanation," replied the
instructor. "The part that was good
wasn't original, and the part that was
original wasn't good."
Letter To The Editor -
Another View On The Apple
Dear Editor:
This if another view of what took
place at the Big Apple on March 31, _
1977. While the 'innocents." young
people were having their little party at
the Big Apple, complete with beer, wet
T shirts, ect.;, and were throwing.beer
Clans, and whatever else could bepulled
loose. I'd like- for you th picture two
elderly people, both just recovering
from near fatal attacks and long stays
in the hospital, scared nearly out of
their wits by crowded cart noise,
-rungng people and the knowledge that
whatever happened, they were indeed
at a loss to know what would happen or
• what they could do about it.
would say that it is fortunate that
one or both of them were not victims of
heart attacks. These elderly people are
my Daddy and Stepmother who live
only a few hundred feet down the road
-frgamornes' wenWherel onli . a - this 
stupid fun and
Personally, -I'd like very much to see
the place closed for good. -






By the Associated Press
Today is Monday, April 11, the 101st day of 1977. There are 264 days left in the
year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1814, Napoleon Bonaparte abdicated aS Emperor of France.
On this date:
In 1689, William and Mary were crowned king and queen of England.
In 1713, Spain ceded 'Gibraltar to England.
In 1899, the' Philippine islands were transferred from Spain to the United
States.
In 1921, a telephone line between the United States and Cuba was opened by
President Warren Harding.
In 1951, President Harry Truman relieved General Douglas MacArthur of his
cOMInand in the Far East. 
• —
In 1961,-France said it would no longer contribute men or money to United
Nations nulliary enterprises. ..
Ten sears ago: President Lyndon Johnson and Latin American presidents
opened a conference in Punta del Este, Uruguay._ .
—Five yPars ae.: TW death loll was put at More than 4,000 in an earthquake in
southern Iran.
fine-year ago: Explikration for oil off the New England coast began.
Tuday's-birtliday: Mrs. Ethel Kennedy is 49 yearsold. •




Q: Virs. B.V. writes that she is
puzzled by the fact that she "sud-
denly became a diabetic." She
has always usderstood that this
disease is inherited, but she can-
not trace it back to anybody in
her faMily. She wonders how
this could be.
A: It is not unusual for a per-
son to discover "suddenly" that
beanie is a diabetic. The ten-
dency for you` to be one has ex-
isted for pars prior to the ap-
pearance of the diseese,
It has been well establistied
that diabetes mellitus is an in-
herited disease Your relatives
could have been carriers of
diabetes without showing any
Manifestations, signs or
By FJ L
symptoms of it. but could hay
.passed the characten.socs on t
their children_ They may hay
acted as carriers and may not
have become diabetics, bu
could again have passed the ten
dency to their children, and thei
children may show up wit
diabetes.
Also, in previous times, a per
win could have diabetes and not
know it. The disease may not
have been diagnosed and the
'diabetic ciandition may not have
been accurately identified
Hives and Chili
Q: Mr A.R. writes that he is very
fond of hot chili con carne
tolerates it well as far as his
Blasingame.
•
digestion is concerned. (cca-
sionally% however, he is troubled
a few hours after eating chili by
itching spots on his hands, feet
and neck. He thinks the itching is
due to hives and wonders why he
is troubled sometimes, but not al-
ways What could be the cause?
A:. Chili con carne (with meat)
is a complicated food, and the
recipes for making it are highly
variable.
You could be having attach of
hives on softie occasions and ire
on others in part because of the
amount of chili you consume.
The larger the amain, the more
likely an allergic reaction it if
you sensitive loone ,or rnoce
ingredients. Also, a case of hives
Blasuigarne
is more probable if you are
fatigued when eating, the -chili
Another way to tes.t your pmb-
lem is to eat a suable portion ,4
one of-the ingredients in chili
separately with other fooiis For
example, some people are sen.si
live to garlic You could try it in.
a large amount in a salad and
see if you develop the his
If -you make chili at hometry
omitting a particular ingredient
in several of your "batches," eat,
ing freely to we if the hives come
on later.
I know of no effective
medicine you can take to pre-
vent having occasorial bouts of
hives when you eat something to
which you are allergic
•
. .
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Casualty Loss And Freeze
Loss In Trees And Shrubs
The question has arisen as
to whether.federal income tax
casualty loss deductions will
cover winter freeze loss of




The scope of the "kill toll" in
Kentucky as the result of the
extraordinary cold winter
conditions the early part or




He said legaLeounsel for the
American Association of
Nurserymen says the Internal
Revenue Service does
recognize that plant damage
caused by freezing conditions
can be a deductible casualty
loss— but, only in cases where
the freeze is unusual.
There is another facet,
however, McNiel noted. The
amount of allowable deduction
differs depending on whether
the damage property is in-
ventory property — as in the
case of a nursery firm — or
whether it is "customer
property" — or privately
owned. In the case of
"customer property," the
horticulturist noted, there is a
further specification —
whether the property was, or
is sued in a business, or if it
represents landscaping of a
,tome other non-business
property. ,
Inventory losses suffered by
nurserymen that are not
covered by insurance do not
generate a casualty loss







Paid for by the candidate
atomatically result in a
greater deduction for cost of
goods sold, McNiel said.
-Where covered .by insurance,
Inventory losses may either be
reflected in cost of goods sold
'based on closing inventory,
with inCluiion of the'insurance
recom,eryas gross income — or
alternatively, the taxpayer
may. ignore ,,the insurance
recovery and remove the loss
from the cost of goods sold.
A tax loss may 'be. claimed
on winter damaged land-
scaping on business premises,
it was explained, but the loss
must be based on the "before"
and "after" value of the
damaged plants and may not
exceed the adjusted basis —
that is, the depreciated cost,
according to the in-
terpretation of the IRS laws.
The effect of the loss on the
value of the entire property is
not considered.
-
As for the landscaping- on
non-business property — or
residential property — McNiel
said the legal question is the
amount of loss reflected in the
"before" and "after" value of
the entire premises. However,
as a practical matter, the IRS
Recognizes a replacement
cost invoice or estimate as
reasonable evidence of the
loss in value of the property,
unless -there- is reason . to
believe that restoration of the
particular plants is not
necessary, or would enhance
..the value of. the property
above its pre-casualty value.
McNiel said ordinarily, no
question arises when plants
are small enough to be
replacted; but difficult
questions arise in the case of
damage to trees and other
specimens which are too large
to replace-with plants of a
--similar size, but since it will
not be possible to obtain
evidence of replacement
costs.
"In this ease, the IRS takes
the position that shade tree
appraisal methods may not be
used," McNiel said, and that
it is necessary to obtain a
'before' and 'after' • appraisal
of the entire property by an
expert real estate appraiser."
As for loss caused by
drought, McNiel said many
persons in the west are con-
cerned with questions about
that condition, . but that
generally the IRS takes the
position that damage caused
by drought cannot be a
deductible casualty loss, since
it does not occur suddently.
Even so, he cornmente,
some courts have allowed
such deductions and advised
that legal Counsel should be
obtained on allowability of
drought damage losses.
FFA Field Day Set I
The University of Kentucky
College of Agriculture will
'Nat some. 800 members of
Future Farmers of America
chapters from across the state
at the sixth annual FFA Field
Day on Friday, April 29. ,
The day gives the young
agricultural students from
Kentucky's high schools an
opportunity to visit the UK
campus and to see the
facilities of the college is doing
to promote agriculture and
agri-business, according to
Mike Richey, student
placement officer for the
college.
He said 16 different contests
There's a
Homeowners





















v Good Supply of Seed
Corn
v Variety of Soybean Seed
related to the FFA program
will be conducted during the
-day to help prepare the FFA.
members of county, regional
and state fair competition. He
emphasized, however, the
purpose is not designed solely
for the contest, competition,
but also as an edubational
experience for these young
people who are eyeing
agriculture and related
ventures as potential careers.
Richey said approximately
20 members of the college's
faculty and 60 ag students will
assist in the conducting of the
various contests.
The competition events will
be conducted at points on the
campus and at the Univer-
sity's experimental farms.
Livestock holding pens for the
judging competition, plus
other equipment necessary in
the staging of the FFA Field
Day operations, will be set up
under the supervision of
George Pendergrass, director
of management operations for
the College of AgriculturT.
The field day activities will
begin at 9 a. m. with all
Kentucky FFA members
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prices of $2.47 for wheat, $1.70
for corn, $1.62 for sorghum,
$1.39 for barley, and 47.8 cents
Per pound for upland cotton.
The 1977 loan levels for these
commodities will be an-
nounced later.
' Acting ASCS administrator
Victor A. Senechal explained
the concept of target prices
and government loans.
"In the event that market
prices recede because of
world and domestic Supply
situations, target prices
guarantee farmers a certain
level for feed grain, wheat and
upland cotton without af-
fecting the competitive price
level of these commodities in
world markets," Senechal
said.
For example, if the price
received by farmers for the
particular crop during the
marketing year should
average out tote less than the
target price, a direct payment
equal to the difference bet-
ween the target price and the
market price would be made
to the farmer. Under the
Agriculture and Consumer
Protection Act of 1973, far-
mers are guaranteed this
',price. Fortunately, during the
past three years, market
prices have been above these
levels. So we have not had to
pay deficiency payments,"
Senechal said.
"We have had to use target
prices substantially for the
disaster payment program,
however," he added. - •
If a farmer is prevented
from planting -one _oL_these
commodities,vr If his—harvest
or production is much less
than normal, legislation_
requires that he receive a
payment based on one-third of
the target price which is
announced for that particular
crop year. This amount is
multiplied by the farmer's
production deficiency.
"In this instance, target
prices have been very im-
portant during the last three
years, and will likely be again
in 1977,- he said.
Senechal said that loan
levels are rates at which
farmers can borrow money
from the Commodity Credit
Corporation (CCC) when the
market price is down
"The farmer retains title to
his crop," he said, "and if the'
market price goes up, the
farmer can pay off the loan to
CCC and redeem his crop."
Beef Herd Testing Should Be Started
Now is the logical time for
beef cattle producers to start
keeping performance records
on their herds, is the advice of
Russeill BreDahl, UK ex:
tension beef cattle specialist.
Since the calving season has
already begun and the
breeding season is in the
immediate future, there is no
better time to begin the herd
performance testing
operations.
"The actual place to begin is
the identification of all
females and bulls in the
breeding herd," BreDahl said,
advising the use of easily
visible identification that can
be read from a distance,
noting brands or large plastic
eartags work well.
At the time a. calf is born,
the birth date, sex and iden-
tification number of the calf,
as well as the idtntification of
the sire and dam of the calf
should be recorded. "You may
also want to record the birth
weight and degree of difficulty
associated with each birth,"
the specialist stated,- em-
phasizing that an iden-
tification number be placed on
the Calf soon after birth.
During the breeding season,
the producer should record the
identification of each cow
exposed to the bull in single-
sire pasture breeding,, or if
hand mating is practiced, in
order to make identification of
the sire and dam of each calf,
BreDahl said If more than
one bull is used in a breeding
pasture, identification of the
sire will be virtually im-
possible, unless the bulls are
of different breeds, he added.
"A bit of observation and
note taking during the
breeding season can pay big
iividends, the specialist
-..antinnectr—lnfertiie or-nut-
fertile bulls can be spotted in
lime to replace such bulls if
lotes of breeding dates are
:ecorded and studied."
In the performance testing
irogram, calves should be
veighed when they average
ibout 205 days of age, the
veights to be used to calculate
DamagecLCrops May
Qualify For Payments
Don't graze, hay or plow
under your damaged crop, due
to a disaster, David E. Riley,
--Jr. advises farmers. At least
not until you check with the
local ASCS office.
"Farmers should notify us
before destroying evidence of
damaged crops, !Alley said,
"so we can appraise the
crop." An ASCS appraiser will
visit the farm to determine the
extent of the loss.
Producers may receive
payments if a disaster
destroys their crops and they
abandon acreage or devote it
to another use. They may also
qualify for disaster payments
if they carry damaged acres
through to harvest but reap
substantially less than a
normal crop.
The disaster program for
wheat, feed grains and cotton
is authorized by the
Agriculture and Consumer
Protection Act of 1973;
coverage under this Act ex-
tends only to planted acreage
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the 205-day adjusted weight of
the calf. This practice is
described as an excellent
measurement of the calf's
growth rate before weaning.
Assuming all calves are
treated and handled equally, a
third of the total variation in
the 205 Jay adjusted weights
among calves is due to
heredity and can be tran-
smitted to future generations,
BreDahl said.
When the calves are
weighed at the 205-day point,
records should be made of the
calf's weight, its iden-
tification, sex and weighing
date. Four optional record
notations were termed as very
helpful, but not necessary — a
weaning conformation score,
a condition or fatness score, a
frame score and a structural
soundness score. Such records
will provide most of the in-
formation needed to select
replacement heifers for the
breeding herd.
The specialist also noted
that weaning time provides an
excellent opportunity to
examine the cows to deter-
mine which are open. That
allows the open cows to be
exposed for breeding in the
fall, if two calving seasons are
practiced on the farm — or
allows for the cows to be sold if
it is felt they should be culled
from the herd.
In the case of bull calves,
the 205-day adjusted Weights
gives the seedstock producer
the opportunity to determine
which bull calves to keep for
further development and
feeding. BreDahl said ' the
yearling weight of a bull — or
heifer — is a more accurate
indication of the growth rate
the animal will transmit to its
offspring, than is its naning
Any animals selected for
further feeding should be
weighed again after a feeding
period of 160 days. Again, the
information recorded should
include the final feedlot
weight, the weighing date and
the calf identification and sex.
Optional records at this time
-
dardening Tips from Extension Spec suits iffthit
University of Kentucky College of ?Agriculture
Just aboul everyone loves
.the tomato and whether 'one
has a large acreage or a flower
bed. in the backyard, he can
grow this popular_vegetable.
When staked or. tied., up.
tomatoes require .very little
space and are capable of pro-
ducing several pounds of fruit
per plant.
-According to UK garden
'specialists, a' home or back-
yard gardener can expect best
results when -tomato plants
.are set out on a,spot that will
receive full sunlight all day. If
this . is n-o-r -po-ssible-,- 'plant
themi where they -will receive
the m.aximum sunlight for at
least six or seven -hours each
day._ Tomatoes in spots . wit,Ia
too little sunshine produce
few, if any fruit.
Tomato plants prefer, a
, fertile, well-drained soil that
is high in organic, content. In
.soils of low to medium fertil-
ity, add 2.5 pounds' of
5-10-10 -fertilizer per 100 feet
of row.
Transplant tomatoes in the
garden after the danger of
(r_ost is over (after May 1 5):
However, if a -frost threatens
after they have been set out,
they can Le caved from frost-
bite by covering over with
hot caps, paper sacks, boxes,
or even folded newspapers.
Tomato plants should be
s-paced 18 1o24 inches apart
in roilvs .at least three, feet
apart and when setting them
Out. plant them deeper than
they were growing in the con-
tainers. The less the roots are
disturbed when transplanting,
the Tess the shock to-the plant
include the yearling type,
condition score, frame score
and soundness score.
Birtt and weaning records
should be maintained on all
calves that are born alive and
all that survive to weaning,
BreDahl pointed out. He
recommended that selection
of calves to be marketed as
feeder calves should be made
at weaning time. No further
data would be needed on such
calves, since ordinarily,
feeder claf buyers do not
collect yearling weights on
any cattle.
However, the specialist
noted that lifetime production
records should be kept on all
cows and bulls in the herd of
the cow and calf operations —
such records, along with
growth rate records on each
animal is a must to select the
best breeding stock.
Weaning and yearling
weights in the records of a
producer can be adjusted to
remove known sources of non-
genetic variation due to dif-
ferences in age of the calves
when weighed, age of the
mother cow and sex of the
calf.
BreDahl said adjustments
in the weight factors can be
figured under the University
of Kehtucky's Beef Herd






_economic value of a per-
formance testing program
and pointed out that the in-
dividual county agricultural
eitension agents have in-
formation available in regard
to such a program if the
producer desires additional
facts and data.
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and the faster it will take off
and grow. Pour about I pint .
of starter solution around
each plant to wash the soil
around the roots. Use 2 tible-
Airs of 5-10-10 or 5-10-5izer per gallon of Water.
This helps roots to develop
quickly.
Black plastic or some
other kind of mulch can be
very beneficial in tomato pro-
duction. The mulch causes
the -soil to wami. up earlier
and thus .results in earlier
yields. The mulch also helps
control weeds, helps conserve
moisture and fertilizer, and
may help reduce -fruit rot and,.
blight by protecting the fruit
and foliage from disease otga--
nisms splashed up from the
grrnid during heavy rains.
'Stake tomato plants after
• the first 'flower cluster is
formed and place the stake
on the opposite side of the
stem from The' Flower cluster.
- -Since all -.the flower.- clusters
will usually be formed on the
same side of the stem, this
.. will keep the fruit from being
jammed against-the stakes.
" _Tie. the plant to the stake
' with a soft string o: a strip of
cloth. Tie the string to the
stake and then pass the string
under a leaf stem to give
more support.
rrinie the plants to one or
two main stems by pinching
'off the sucikers that form in
. the leaf axils.
The UK garden specialists
• • recommend Jet Star, Ramapo
and Better Boy as the best
varieties for staking or caging. t
fI N MACHINER
Selej.
SALES AND SERVICE ON
A l BRANDS OF fARM
RIUIPMENI
GOOD NEWS!
A NEW SERVICE TO _
FARMERS OF THIS AREA!
ALONG WITH ALL THE OTHER
FINE SERVICES OF TOMMY'S






SEE US FOR COMPLETE DETAILS ON YOUR NEEDS!
our Direct Hot Line to Form Machinery At It's Best.
Just Another Service From Tommy's Equip,
Dial Toll Free 753-5299
WE DON'T WORRY ABOUT THE COMPETITION
WE ARE THE COMPETITION!!
TOMMY'S
EQUIPMENT CO.
JUNCTION OF HIGHWAY 121-SEDALIA RD.-MAYFlElD
PHONE 247-6020-AFTER 5 PM -PHONE 753-7452




















have been selected to attend
National 4-H runtorance in
Washington, D. C.,- April 23-29,
according to Karen Hill, UK
extension 4-H program
specialist. .k4
Chosen to participate in the
week-long conference con-
cerning the development of 4-
H programs throughout the
nation are Richard
Shackelford, 16, Allensville;
Byron Farley, 16, Henderson;
Julia Jacobs, 17, Brooksville;
Wayne. Cleary, 17, Paducah;
. and Rosie _ Lawrence, 15,
Crittenden.
They will be among 350
other 4-H'ers from across the
United States who will be
meeting to 'discuss and
evaluate current 4-H
programs at county, state and
national levels, and to propose
new 9-H programs for the
years ahead.
The five Kentuckians will be
representing some 161,000
other 4-H'ers in the state.
They were selected as con-
ferenze participants on the
basis' of outstanding 4-H
careers, according to Miss
Hill.
Shackelford is a member of
the Todd Teen 4-H Club and
has completed eight years of
4-H work. ills major -4-41
projects include field crops,
dairy, beef and electric.
Additionally, he has been a
teen leader. for a- 4-E electric
project group in his home area
and has been-active-in 4.-H at
both county and state levels.
Farley is -a member of the
Graham Hill 4-H Club and has
participated in 4-H projects
and activities for the Past
-seven years.- He -attended
National 4-H Congress in
Chicago in 1975,, representing
-Kentucky as the state 4-H
'swine project champion. He
has been active on the county,
area and state levels,
currently serving as .a
member (if -the Kentucky 4-H
Teen Council.
Miss Jacobs has been
-enrolled in 4-H projects and
activities Jor the past eight
years, is president of the
Bracken County' Senior 441
Club and is a leader in a 4-H
foods and nutrition project.
She also attended National 4-H
Congiess in Chicago in 1975 as
the state 4-H safety project
champion.
Cleary, in his sixth year of 4-
H projects and activities, now
is a teen leader of a special
skating project in Mctracken
County. He was Kentucky's
teen „leadership V.project
champion in 1975, aabling
him to also attend the National
• 4-H Congress that year.
Miss Lawrence has been a 4-
Her since she was eight years
old. She is particularly active
in the 4-H bicycle and safety
project, having been a teen-.
leader in  the Grant County Irkl
'bicycle projett She attended
National 4-H Congress in
Chicago in 1976 as Kentucky's
safety project champion, as
well as beifig m -state's'
representative .to the 1976
National 4-H Safety Congress,
also held in Chicago. She is a





single Cross that combines
bigyields with excelleht
stalk strength and very good
disease resistance PX 76 •
is an easy first choice for any
grower who has been having
problems with leaf blights.
stalk rot or root rot Its bred
to fight these problems and
still come through with big
yields
Plant PX 76 on your best










Who can establish an IRA?,
IRA's are available to any wage-earner. The
only requirement is that you not currently be a
participant in any other retirement plan.
Can my spouse establish one?
Your working spouse may establish a
separate IRAr too, provided he or she is not
currently a participant in an employer-
sponsored plan.
How do I start an account?
Opening an Individual Retirement Account is
as easy as opening a savings account Stop in and
one of our officers will gladly assist you. Or, if
you wish, call or write and the necessary forms
will be promptly mailed to you.
ladiridottotiroatent Aecotiatt presort um eicolloot opoortraity
for Tao to • for your owe wed yaw foadly's fiewecial socority. We
would Wks ti saportudty5.amass with Too, firsthand, how swell
aorwatt night bows& yoir-Allty sat fot la tomb with as today.
iltori's as ohligatioa, of Nom.
Bank of Murray
FARM PROJECT CONTRACT — Kentucky Development Sec tary William L Short,
center, prepares to sign A contract for an agriculture demon s1ratin project between
the Governor's Council on Agriculture and Murray State Universit . The contract calls
for determination of the production and economic feasibility of growing blueberries
on selected soils in Western Kentucky. Attending the signing ceremony are Dr. tames
Thompson, left, chairman of the MSU Department of Agriculture, and Tom Ray,
Executive director of the Governor's Council on Agriculture. This is a new program
-designed to determine whether certain -crops not presently produced can be
produced profitably in Kentucky.
Operation Identification Is
Coming To Kentucky Farms
By GARY HUDDLESTON
Operation -identification, a
program to encourage the
marking of property with
identifying numbers to deter
theft, is coming to Kentucky
farms.-
A „statewide campaign by
the Kentucky Office of Crime -
Prevention and Kentucky
Farm Bureau is being kicked
off at a luncheon hr Lebanon
April 18, signaling the start of
-a-. four-week pilot project in
Marion County.
During the four-week
period, local and state law
enforcement officials, the
county Farm Bureau and local
banks and farm equipment
dealers, hope to make
available marking kits to
mark household items and
farm equipment for as many
Marion County residents as
possible. A key phase of the
effort will be to encourage the
county's estimated • 1,600
-farmers to mark such
equipment items as tractors,
implements and hand tools.
The marking, which uses.
individual Social Security
numbers, will help police
detect stolen property and
enable them to return
property to owners. Without
the marking, it is very dif-
ficult for farmers to prove
ownership of any standard
item of farm equipment that
might be stolen.
Other pilot counties will be
selected in Eastern and
Western Kentucky, according
to Early Perry, Kentucky
Farm Bureau safety director.
Results from the pilot projects
should aid him in planning
Operation Identification ef-




household. items and farm
equipment will be conducted
simultaneously in counties if
possible, Perry noted, even
though appliances and per-
sonal items can be marked
with pencil or electric
engravers, while farm
equipment marking requires
heavier steel dies. --_.
Officials say the marking
program has proven effective
in many cities, including
Campbellsville, Owensboro
and Covington in Kentucky. A
high percentage of residents
must take part to deter
criminals, they say, or thefts
are likely to continue at the
same rate from houses or
farms where no marking has
been done.
A bill that would limit Corps
of Engineers jurisdiction to
navigable waterways was
approved by the House of
Representatives April 5, and
is given a good chance for
Tav,n,cable action by a House-
, • .Senate conference committee.
-This-is the second year that
farm interestf have attempted
to legislate a limit on Corpti
authority to regulate dredge but he said farmers have to be
'antl fill activities. Currently, PleasecIwith the mcivedn light
the Corps' jurisdiction extends of increased 'feed prices and
to all "waters of the United nheertainty OYer this year's
T -C.States,'' a definition Which grant-•rrop caused dry-
-could apply even to farm weather. 
drainageditches that are dry Current milk prices remian
all but a few days each year. lx\:01(IthesairidleveKlyoafnaa asyecalrag
Two amendments were 
4
Class
offered to weaken the price now stands at $10.54 per
jurisdictional limitation , in- hundred pounds, compared to
eluded in the measure, but !I0.90 much of last fall, and a
ugh of $11.25 in August. • .both were defeated by strOng
voice votes. Rep. diniVitrittit: Another DI official said milk
a Texas Democrat, is the is a bargain for the consumer
author of the limitin riglit now, with the price of an4
jegjgation. .. • . .. -8-ounce. serving well below
_ The strong support- for- the soft drinks or coffee. Only tea
bill frOm House-members was and powdered sweet
crectited, in part, to farmers beverages, such as Kool-Aid,
cheaper than milk, butfrom across the country who are.
told lawmakers • of their op- there's no comparison
position to blanket authority nutritionally, said Al Ortego,
by the Corps over small vice president of economics.
land. this area have stablized their
-Ortego said dairy farmers instreams and low-lying farm
production daing the past
An April 1 increase month, and he predicted thatin
support prices . for less fluid milk will be diverted
manufacturing milk probably as surplus to manufacturing
won't have an immediate uses than was the case last
impact on Class I prices for- spring.
farmers, or retail fluid milk Sales in the Southeast, the
prices, according to Tim Primary market area for milk
produced in Kentucky, showedMogan, general manager of P
Dairymen Inc. Kyana a 2.8 per cent increase during
Division. 1976, he noted. Continued
The increase, which efforts at promotion can keep
amounted to 74 cents per this upward trend in motion,
hundred for milk of average he said.
milkfat content, is generally •••
in line with his members' 
.. Shattering asMyth
P.gople Used to thrill that
wishes, Mogan added. in- lung cancer was a disease Jul
creased advertising, men only. Not so. the Amen-
especially in Southeastern can Cancer Society reports.
states, is the answer for 4/e"iise of cigarette 
smokisg,
boosting sales of "nature's 
the lung Lancer death rate fo
most nearly perfect food.- 
wyrnen has 'Limped l 7.3(f.: sine
Mogan acknOwledged that 
)11:e 1 utureb950's. And the t
may e grimmer Because more
teenage girls and young women
an are smuking. Need help
clod. imitting? Check with your
-local ACS Unit today.
the rise in supports to 83
centof parity was more
many diarymen had e
Farmers Grain
And Seed Co.
Murray's fastest unloading facilities
Buyers of
CORN • SOYBEANS .WHEAT
Distributors Of
Wayne Feed DeKalb Seed Corn
Ky. Registered and Certified
.Soybean Seed
Direct teletype continually reports Chicago Board
of Trade and Prices of Corn, Soybeans and Wheat
FARMERS GRAIN
AND SEED CO.
Railroad Ave. Murray, Ky. 753-3404
- Dom BOOZ, Owner - Bobby Meador, Mgr.
LEXINGTON, Ky. -
Directors of the Kentucky
Forest -Industries Association
have reported that more than
15,000 acres of privately-
owned commercial timber
land in Kentucky. were
brought under the protection
of the American Tree Farm
program last year. -
James M. Clayton of
Hawesville, WesCor Corp.
executive and chairman of the
KFIA Tree Farm Committee,
*saki that the 223,494 acres
registered as of December 31,
1976, represented a 7.4 per.
cent increase over the 208,177
acres recorded a year earlier.
The number of certified
properties rose from 130 to 463
durihg the same period,
despite dellsting of 16 tracts
with a combined area of 1131
acres. This jump represents
an inerease of 7.7 per cent,
Clayton reported.
"Significantly," he said,
"the average niimber of acres
in each tract indicates that
KFIA is succeeding in- its
continued effort to bring
small, non-industrial holdings
commercial timber land
into the American Tree Farm
program."
As recently as 1969, 'he
pointed out, the average tract
included 560.8 acres; 1976
summaries reflect an average
of only 482.7 acres per tract.
Properties inspected and
certified for the first time last




than 90 per cent of Kentucky's
commercial timber land -
some 12 million acres - is
privately controlled in
A C011turner Tip
from Exteritton Speeishou at
tho-UK Canoga ot-Aorictitture
Most fresh fruits and vege-
tables are more expensive
than usual right now on ac-
count of the winter freezes.
But you can beat the -fresh
produce prices -and still serve
your family fruits and vege-
tables. Check the canned and
frozen sections of your super-
market for lower cost-per-
serving prices. You can count
on fruits and vegetables in the
processed ,form for a while
and then switch back to fresh
when prices go down again.
Increase In Tree
Farm Participation
holdings that average less
than 100 acres in size.
Properties enrolled in the
American Tree Farm
program are identified by an
emblematic plaque and are
pledged to forestry practices
that provide for- recreation,
food' and shelter, for fish and
wildlife, watershed protection
and the growing and har-
vesting_ .of repeated. timber
crops., A
Inspections are carried out
by district officials of the
state's Division of Forestry
and include provision forafire
and insect control as well as
timber stand improvement.
•A recent KFIA study in-
dicates that timber ranks
second only to tobacco in its
value as a cash crop at
market. Sales last year ex-
ceeded .$339-,5 _million, the
KFIA report stated.






among a selected statewide
membership. These related
induslries - active-in 103 of
the stalg's 120 counties -
employ nearly 20,400
production personnel and
generate some $175 million in
total payrolls on annual in-








Ihis ad paid tor
Joan Cookie, Ireas
"You've stopped raising
a son. You're building a
partner. Let us help!'
Jackson Purchase KA
,, 305 Mo. 4th St.
Murray, Ky. 7S3-5602
Sure, you depend on him a great-de-al now.
And in just a feii years you'll regard him as a
lutt-business associate.
• With his new responsibilities will come new
ideas on how your operation can move
ahead. For assistance in financing this vital
growth, look to Production Credit.
Helping assure the future
_of a__ farm__ family through












Priv of each bin includes an outside ladder, inside ladder,
drying floor with steel floor support, 8" Auger tube and sump,
transition, 24" 7.5 N. P. fan with controls.
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SUPER WORT - Mortyn Brewer hits the
 tope at the finish
line after winning the 1500-meter run. 
Behind Brewer is Mid-
dle's Gory Perry while immediately behin
d Perry are Tony
Keener who was third and Richard -
Charleston of the Racers
who was. fourth.
Muff Plietes by Mike Breed,*
Nastase Proves Point,
Whips Connors Again
By The Associated Press -
the Nastase had something
to prove - to himself, to
tennis fans and to Jimmy
Connors.
"I wantea to prove _that ' I
could play with him," the fiery
. Romaniark_ said, . "I was
working for this match." .,
Nastase's work paid off, He
proved his point' by - beating
Connors 3-6, 7-6, 6-4;7-5 in the
$100,000 winner-take-all final
of the 1977 World Cham-
pionship Tennis Challenge
Cup at Las Vegas:
edge over Connors, but the
American had won their two
meetings earlier this year.
N:satastaseseww3holdsei j ato16-6:incarseu:r;
day's match to show he still
could handle his rival and
-'-:,-frierict. - - - - -
The loss Snapped a I-3-match
- winning streak at Caesar's
: Palace for Connors, - who





The Murray State tennis
'team dropped three of Emir
matches on a weekend tour of
-Tennessee.
Thursday at Cookeville,
Murray fell 5-4 to Tennessee
Tech. Del Purcell won his
number._ one -single', match _
, while Roger Berthieuriie won
at number four and Tome Lie
..at six.- In the doubles, Pureell
.-combined with Jeff Leeper to
win at two. ,
• Friday at Murfreesboro, the
Racers fell 7-2 to Middle
• Tennessee. Winning for
• Murray were Tom Lie in the
number six singles and Del
Purcell combined with Leeper
-.414,,win at the number two
On Saturday, the Racers
• were in Ckarksville and lost 6-3
to Austin Peay. Westfall and
, Lie won their singles matches
while Purcell-Leeper again
won at the number two
doubles.
. Saturday night, Murray
found success as the Racers
took a 5-4 match over Illinois
State.
Purcell won at number one,
Westfall at two, Berthiaume
• at four and Sam Pruitt at five.,
- Again, Purcell-Leeper won at
the number two doubles, to"--
• complete- a 4-0 road trip.
The Racers are now 3-8 on
the season and will host
Middle Tennessee Wednesday
afternoon.
Friday. Murray is at UK
while Saturday, the Racers








Ledger & Times Sports Editor
It's not oft7 a team finishes
last and the coach is pleased
about the performance.
But such was the case
Saturday as Murray State
placed fourth in a
quadrangular meet at Stewart
Stadium.
Earlier in the week,- Racer
coach Bill. Cornell predicted
the following outcome: Middle
Tennessee 64, Austin Peay 51,
Western Kentucky 50 and
Murray State 18.
Cornell predicted the-right
order of finish. But he un-
derestimated his own team. ,
Giving their best per-
formance a the season, the
Racers-doubled what Cornell
had predicted.
The actual results Saturday
were Middle 54'Ya, Austin Peay
50, Western Kentucky 44'2 and
Murray 36.
"I'm really elated about our
performance," Cornell said. -
"It .doesn't look nearly as
dark as it did a week or two
ago," he added.
A week ago, it was indeed
after the match. Connors has dark as Cornell watched his
won $760,000 in Las Vegas Racers score just 9I-2 points in
since the streak began M1975. a. triangular meet at Bowling
Green with Western and
sThere were seven service powerful SIU.
breaks in the final set, but the And about the only' bright
30-year-old Nastase finally spot in that meet was the 1500-
he1d his service the 12th. meteç. perforreance of junior
same.. , Englishman Martyn *Brewer.
In that meet at Western,




W L• Pet. GB
Cleve '- 2 0 1.000 - •
Toronto 2 1 .667
1%sliVwolge 
2 1 061 '2
1. 2 .333 1'2
_Boston__ 0 2 000 2
Bair -3
Detroit 0 3 .000 212
• .WEST.
.K.C. 3 0 1.000 - —
Texts 3 0 1.000 -
Oakland 2. 1 .667 1
Calif 3 2 .600 ( 1
Seattle '• • 2 3 .400 2
Chicago I 2 .333 2
Minn 1 2 .33a- 2
Sunday's Results
Kansas City 5, Detroit 0
Toronto 3, Chicago 1
Texas 3, Baltimore 2
Milwaukee 2, at New York 1
Cleveland 19, Boston 9
Oakland 9-1, Minnesota 6-7
- California 12, Seattle 5
Monday's Games
Detroit Rozema, 0-0) at To-
ronto (Jefferson, 0-0)
New York lEllis, 0-O at Kan-
sas City (Splittorff, 1-0-. (n)
Cleveland Eckersley, 0-0 at
Texas ( Blyleven, 1-0-, n)
Minnesota Zahn, 0-0) at
Seattle (Segni, 0-1), (71)
California (Ryan, 14)-at Oak-






Minnesota at Seattle, (n)
Only games scheduled
By The Associated Press
NATIONAL LEAGUE
EAST
W L Pct. GB
3 0 1.000
2 0 1.000
2 1 .067 1
1 2 .333 2
0 2 .000 211
0 r 3 .000 3
WEST
2 1 .667
2 1 .667 -
2 2 .500 42
•2 2 .500 Es
1 2 .333 1
















Montreal 9, Philadelphia 8
St. Louis 8, Pittsburgh 7
San Diego 12, Cincinnati 4
Chicago 5, New .York 2
Atlanta 6, Houston 0
San Francisco 8, Los Angeles
Monday's Games
Chicago I Bonham 0-0 ) at
Philadelphia iTwitchell 0-01. n
Cincinnati (Fryman 1-0) at
Houston (Konieczny 0-0), n
Atlanta 1 LaCorte 0-0) at Los




St. Louis at New York
Cincinnati at Houston
San Francisco at San Diego
Atlanta at Los Angeles
fr
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meter run, or the metric mile
as it is called.
Staynings came ta_Marray
Saturday with revenge in
mind. But he didn't get it as
again, Brewer smoked the
field.
Taking the lead early in the
race' and setting his own pace,
-Brewer __roared to any easy
win, finishing firstin
That time, a personal best in
the event, is equal to a 4:03:8
mile.
"I don't like to go out and set
the pace myself because I
never kriciW if I'm going too
fast or.too slow," Brewer said.
"I usually like to let
someone else go out.
Staynings never goes after the
lead and after the first laps I
felt that I would have to go out
and set my own pace.
- "If I'd had someone pacing
me, I believe I could have run
a 3;42, which would be equal to
a four-minute mile," Brewer
added.
Murray took three of the
four places in the event.
Tony Keener, a freshman
walk-on, was second with a
personal best of 3:49.6 which is
„equal to a 4:07.2 mile. In
fourth was freshman Richarrl
Charleston with a personal
best of 3:51.4, which was equal
to a 4109.4 mile.
Staynings never placed in
the event. Second went to
Gary Perry of Middle who
finished 1.5 seconds behind
Brewer.
Murray's other win came by
freshman Englishman Dave
Warren. Warren coasted to a
first place win in the 300-
meters with a personal best
time of 1:50.3 which is equal to
an 880-yard time of 1:51.0.
After those two , per-
formances, it was a matter o1
a t•oint here and a point there
for the Racers.
In the field events, 'Murray
got a pair of seconds.
Bill Bradford went out at 6-
11 after missing 7-1 three
times in the high jump. Chuck
Durant of Western won at 6-1I
on fewer misses.
In .the .shotput, Stan Sim-
mons of the Racers was
second With 52-6. Bradford ,and
Simmons both managed
fourth places in other field
events.
The only other second for
the Racers came in the 400-
meter run whete Norman
Simms had a personal best of
47.6
Bradford, who tied his
personal beirwith the .641 in__
the higlh jumj-ijiad a 172-9 for
fourth in the javelin while
Simmons was- fourth in -lhe
discus with a 145-4. Both
distances were personal bests,.
The 440-relay team and the
mile-feray team both took
third places for Murray. Also
getting thirds were Stanford
"Little Joe" Patrick with a







wouldn't have fad to Wait se
Ibrig for his first major league
- victory if he had remembered
Ed Halicki's mysterious
powers over the Los Angeles
-Dodgers,
The 6-foot-7 Halicki beat Los
Angeles for the fifth straight
time Sunday, surrendering 11
hits but surviving for an 8-4
triumph over the Dodgers.
That gave the Giants and
Altobelli-Their-first_viclory
the National League baseball
campaign after two season-
opening losses.
"I'm happy to get that first
- one off my back," said
Altobelli, who replaced Bill
Rigney at the conclusion of
last season. "That first win
feels awfully good:,
He should have expected it,
since the game Was played at
Los Angeles, where" Halicki
did not allow a run in three
shutout appearances during
the 1976 season.
• "I can't really explain it,"
said the towering right-
hander. "I just like pitching
here. The mound is good, and
so is the atmosphere.
4 like beating the Dodgers.
I feel like the king of the hill."
Darrell Evans provided the
power, driving in three runs
 on three hits.
Braves 6, Astros 0
Right-hander Dick Ruthven
scattered seven hits and
Rowland Office drove in twa
runs as Atlanta !vat Houston
in a game spiced by two
benchclearing incidents.
Padres 12, Reds 4
Left-hander Bob r-Shirley
made his major leagife debut •
by priletng clt 11 and giving
up just four hits to the World
Champion Reds.
.The Beds were •outAt 15-5.
meters and Norman Sinuns
with a personal best of 21,7 in
the 200-meters. - -
Also getting a third place
was Brian Rutter who
recorded a 14:47.8 in the 5000-
meter run. Fourth places




The Murray State golf team
placed eighth -over the
weekend at the Southern
Junior-Senior Intercollegiate
Golf Tournament at the
Stillwaters Resort in
Dadeville, Ala.
Auburn won the team title
with a 54-hole -total of 1093
while Troy State was six
strokes back at 1099. Other
team scores included Georgia
Southern 1105, Middle Ten-
nessee .1109, Kentucky 1127,
Tennessee 1137, Mississippi
1149, Murray State 1154,
Cojumbus College 1157,
Georgia Tech 1158 and
Eastern Kentucky 1158,
Buddy Gardner of Auburn
won the individual title with a
six-under par 210.
For Murray, Kevin Klier
-shot a-223 on rounds of 75-74-74
While Doug Miller had a 225 on
rounds of 77-74-74.
Other Murray Scores were:
Larry Patton 75-77-76 locoP.28,
Norm Vacovsky 77-79-80 for.
236, Bobby Cronin 79-83-80 for
242 and Brian McDonald 82-86-
85 for 253.
The Rae-er golfers will
participate in the Kentucky
Intercollegiate Friday and
Saturday at Richmond.
Dave Winfield led the attaat
with a pair of two-run doubles.
Cubs 5, Mets 2
Ivan DeJesus drove in, four
runs, three of them with_his,
first homer of the year, as
Chicago downed New York.
The 'Mets wasted two mam-
moth home rims by Ed
Kranepool.
Cardinals 8, Pirates 7
Bake McBride hit a two-run
homer and added an RBI
single as St. Louis hammered
Pittsburgh pitching and beat
the Pirates for the third game
in a row.
• Pittsburgh's Bill Robinson
did what he could, powering a
two-run homer and a pair of
run-scoring singles.
Expos 9, Phillles 8- -
Tony Perez drove in four
runs as Montreal outscored
Philadelphia to sweep the
season-opening two-game
series. The,Phillies came back
from 5-0 and 6-2 deficits to
take a 7-6 lead in the seventh,
but Perez cracked a three-run









San Antonio at Boston
C'hicago at Portland




Golden State at Detroit
' Friday's Games
Washington at Clevelan,1
Boston at San Antonio
Portland at Chicago
Sunday's Games
Cleveland at Washington. if
necessary -
San' Antonio at Boston. if nec-
essary
Chicago at Portland, if neces-
sary
Detroit at Golden State, if
necessary •
personal best of 22:3 in the 200-
meter dash Ind Mitch Johnson
with a personal best of 1:51.7
in the 8004Seter run.
.The Racer tack tearri will
participate in the Dogwood
Relays Friday and Saturday'
at Knoxville.
Sbot Put - 534 - John Eddins, AP;
Stan Simmons, Mir., 524; Scott Atkins,
MTSU, 514% ; Mark Johnson, AP, 5041/2
Wr, Bill Bradford, Mur., 6-11; ClintJump - 6-11 - Chuck Durant
,
Dennison, MTSU, 6-7; Tom Anderson,
WKU, 64
(Moody44",lay141. 0911.- .1411-1-EVWilliams);A) 
lieti 
PearY
Western Ky., 413; Murray42.6 '-
lige -Meters-- 3451 -
Brewer. Mw.; Gary Perry,
3:471; Tony Keener, Mur. 3:49.2;
Richard Charleston, Mir.-3:S1.4
110-bleSer4bgli Hurdle' - 13.9 - at
Fogarty, APSU; Bob Payne, W1CU, 14.0;
Ed Thomas, POTSU, 14.3; Russell
Holloway, MTSU, 14.4
Long Jump - 344 - Shiek Faye, MT-
SU; John Do Dia, MTSU, 24-31/2; Forrest
Killetrew, I/KU, 234 ;Ores Rogers, AP-
SU.214)
400-Meter Dash - 47.5 - Ed
MTUS ; Norman Simms, Mur., 496t T.171'.
Musgrove, 941511, 4116; Melvin Pr-
tichard, APSU, 41.6
100-Meter Dash. - 10.1 -
Williams, APSU; Rich Hopkins,
10.5; Stanford Patrick, Mur.,
Clarence Mason, APSU. 10.5
Pole Vault - 154 - Glen Colivas, AP-
SU; Doug Zimmerman, APSU, 154;
(he) Bill Kocher, WU, and Jack War-
nerATISU, 144
seo-ideter awl - 1:513.3- - David
Warren, blur.; Bernard Lybeii, APSU,
1:51.0; Jim WileUghby, vntu, 1:51.1;
Mitch Johnson, Mw.,1:51.7
Javelin- 199-11/2 - Harrison Salami,
MTSU; Jim Bowling, W1CU, 192-2; Bill
Elmer, MISU. 1734; Bill Bradford,
Mur., 172-9
400-Meter Hurdles - 52.2 - Don
Douglas, W1CU; Ed Thomas, MTSU,
'52.4; Russell Holloway, MSC, 52.6;
boug Finley, APSU, 53.5 -
Triple Jump - 49-11 - John Do Doo.
MTSU; Jerry Owens, WXU, 464; Greg
Rogers, APSU, 43-45i; Darwin Clasper,
MM.% 434%
- 200-Meter Dash - 28.9 - Rich
Hopkins, WICU; Johnny Williams, AP-
AI, 21.1; Norman Sims, Mur_21.7 ; Stan-
ford Patrick, Myr., 22.3
--kW -Meters - 14:12.1 - Jon 
Slaughter, WKTJ; Lifer Ahmed, APSU„
14:30.6; Brian Rutter, Mur., 14:47.3; Joe
llnius, WRU, 14: 49.5 a
Mile Relay - 3:14.9 - MTSU (Robin-
son, Cotton, Stegall, Musgrove); APSU,
3:15-.4;-Murray., 3-15.4 - -
Discus -100-11- Harrison Salami,
MTSU; John Eddins, APSU, 161-11; Ken




BRILLIANT FUTURE-There's a brilliant- future awaiting
freshman Englishman Dave Warren of the Racers. Here
,
Warren hits the fmish line in first place in the 800-meter run
.
He hod, personal best of 1:50.3. Other runners we Ber
nard
Lykes of Austin Peay in second, Jim Willoughby of Western in
third and Mitch Johnson of Murray in fourth. Johnson recorded
a personal best of 1:51.7.
(Staff Plaines by Mike Srmiden)
Free for the Asking!
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FIRST RECRUIT-David Lowry, a standout guard from Henderson County, is'the first Murray
State basketball recruit. Watching him sign the OVC letter of intent are Henderson County coots,'




David Lowry, a 5-11 guard
who averaged 26 points and 10
assits per game for Henderson
County High School . last
season, has accepted a
basketball scholarship to
Murray State University,
coach Fred Overton an-
nounced today.
Lowry made All-District
and All-Regional Teams a*.
Henderson County and was
named honorable mention All-
State. A former teammate,
Darrell Willett, was a fresh-
man at Murray last season.
"We're really happy David
decided, to play his college
basketball at Murray,"
Overton said. "And we think






referees, who already have
voted to strike the playoffs,
walked out on the league's
final eight regular season
games.
TENNIS
-TA LLAHASSE, Fla. _
Australian Karen_ Krant7eke
collapsed • and died shortly.
after winning the -doubles final
of a $20,000 tennis tournament.
She was 30.
MONTE CARLO, Monaco
Bjorn Borg of Sweden cap-
tured the $100,000 Monte Carlo
International Tennis tour-
nament, beating Corrado
Barazzutti of Italy 6-3, 7-5, 6-0.
"MY ENGINE RAN
WHEN IT WAS OFF
rd switch Ow Vahan off but The engine
wallet stag trotted if veered,
rocked and coughed. them: 1-4isigoefed
WPM'S° SPIT RE. kw ray froutdes
are over," writes a boggy user Tel
engine "after run" caused by heary
carbon budd up can be not only exam.
afing, but downright dangrruus median
catty Sa be iirld to your car VOI OCOOleit
kekl a caw of WING'S SPIT FIRE to your
Gas tani today No arida* at all
. I
Bel-Air Center
Obese by Don Corneal)
( MI III{ I I.lft.Il( te )
PORTS
Watson Gets Two-Stroke
Win In Masters Tourney
By TOM BRETTINGEN
AP Sports Writer
AUGUSTA, Ga. (API' -
Tom Watson felt his throat
tighigning up.
This was not, however, the
breath-quickening, muscle-
deadening sensation that rtis
commonly referred to as
"choking."
This was simply the wave of
• emotion that swept Watson
after winning the Masters golf
tournament Sunday in a shoot-.
the- lights-littt she vet, w -With
Jack Nicklaus.
Watson fired a five-under-
par 67 for a 276 total that held
•off Nicklaus and six other
players who alLmoved within
two shots of the lead at some
time .during the decisive
round.
- Nicklaus, starting three
shots back, closed with a 68 -
best round of the-tom-hal-11CM
for 278. He appeared on the
verge of muscling the title
away from the others, but a
bogey on No. 18 while Watson
snaked in a 20-foot birdie putt
on 17 settled that. -
"I hadn't- planned on
somebody making a birdie," a
dejected Nicklaus said later.
"I felt like it was one of
 those days Where no matter
how much you did right,
somebody else was doing
better. The only thing was, he
started with a head-start."
Others who challenged but
fell back were Rick
Massengale, 70-280; Tom Kite,
67-280; Hale Irwin, 68-282; Ben
Crenshaw, 76-285; Jim
Colbert, 74-286, and Rod
Funseth, 73-286.
It is significant -that Wat-
so-n's victory came- in -the• 
world's most prestigious golf
toarnament and in a duel with
a man considered the world's
finest golfer.
Fairly or not, Watson had
been labeled a choker. The
label doesn't fit anymore. He
proved himself under the most
stifling pressure that
professional golf has to offer.
First, he had to survive a
bad driVe apd poor second
shot on the first hole to sink a
testing five-foot putt for par.
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FREE SUMMER STORAGE!LYguv cPAIEYAr?otcY
OUR
his playing „partner,
Massengale, with 32 on the
front side that included Nur
birdies. Finally, after he
carded his.only bogey on No.
14 and fell into a tie with
Nicklaus, he had to go one-on-
one with the five-time Masters
winner down the stretch. He
came out on top.
Watson got $40,000, pushing
his tour-leading prize money
total for the year to $175,185.
Murray State Splits Pair 4i
Austin Peay, 3-4 In League
Catching one team is Turd
enowgh. _ catching two
teams may be all bur im-
possible.
That's the situation _the
Murray State Thoroughbreds'
find themselves in after
dropping three of four games
to Austin Peay this weekend.
After losing two at home
Friday, the 'Breds did
manage to gab i a split at
Clarksville Saturday. And it
took a four-run rally in the top
of the•seventh in the last game
to even Manage a split!
While Murray and The Peay
were splitting a pair, Middle
Tennessee swept a pair of
games in Murfreesboro from
Western. That leaves Austin
Peay and Middle with -5-2
marks in the western division
of the league. Murray is two
games back at 3-4 while
Western brings up the cellar
with a 1-6 mark.
Middle has • the schedule
advantage. They have two at
home with both 'Peay and
Murray and need only to play
lowly Western on the road.
Austin Peay must play two
at Western and two at Middle
while their only remaining
home game is a single contest
with Western.'
Murray has two at home
with Western, two at Middle
and one at Western.
In_the first game Saturday.
the 'Breds bealthemselves by
committing four errors.
Austin Peay broke up a
scoreless pitching duel by
getting a run in the fifth off
Murray southpaw Andy Rice.
Mike McGill led off with a
single and was sacrificed to
Nieltja us finished • second second by freshman outfielder
here or the -=third' tifhre` ehris --_ '-
collecting $30,000. • After Danny,ReeceliadTlied
Webster County, Lakers
Split Pair Of Contests
The Callowry County
Lakers split a twinbiii
Saturday afternoon at the city
park with Webster Counly.
4n the first contest, Webster
County took an 8-3 win over
Calloway while in the second
game, the Lakers outslugged
their guests 12-7.
Webster .County. •opened the
afternoon on a rather unusual
note by hitting back to back
homeruns in the first inning of
the opening game.
Chris Knight, who slammed
a homer in a 4-3 loss to Murray
High Friday, knocked one 330
feet for a solo roundtripper
and the next man up, Steve
Catlett, belted a solo shot,
giving Webster Couhty a 2-0'
lead.
Webster County added a run
to make it 3-0 in the top of the
second but:in-the home half of
the inning, the bakers scored
as starting pitcher Ronnie
Gibson doubled, stole. third
and scored on a fielder's
choice, making it 3-1,
Webster County put it away
with three more in the fOurth
and two in the sixth to make it
an 8-1 contest. The Lakers put
two more on the board in the
home half of the seventh as
Kenneth McCuiston doubled
for two RBI's. "
Gibson. worked five com-
plete innings and was charged
with six runs, four of which
were earned. Be gave way to
Fred Kemp who allowed two
runs, one of which was earned,
in the final two frames.
Danny Lykins went the
distance for Webster County
and chalked up six strikeouts
while walking six. He gave up
just two hits to the Lakers and
only one of the three Calloway
runs was earned.
In the second game, Ken-
neth McCuiston opened the
Laker first with a solo homer,
staking Calloway righthander
Tommy Chavis to a lead he
never relinquished.
Then in the' second, the
Lakers erupted for six runs.
Chavis ripped a bases-
loaded single that drove in a
pair while Terry Gibson and
Steve Barnett each had two-
run singles in the frame.
Webster County made it 7-3
by using a walk and four
-tonsecutive singles- for .three
runs in the third. But in the
last of the fourth, the lakets
iced the wiri with four runs.
Ricky Garland opened the
fourth With a walk and Terry
Gibson followed with a single.
Both runners stole and then
Ronnie Gibson got an infield
hit, leaving the bases loaded
for Steve Barnett who ripped a
two-rim single.-- After Phillip
. Peeler and Kelly -White had
walked, Kenneth McCuiston
singled for two more runs.
An oddity was the Lakers
stole sis bases during the
fourth inning.
Webster County afided two
runs in the fifth and two more
in the sixth but couldn't•get
back in the game.
Five of the seven runs off
Chavis were earned. He gave
up 10 hits while walking three
men, It was the second win of
the season for Chavis.
McCuiston paced the 13-hit
attack for the Lakers with
three hits while Chavis,
Garland, and TerryGibson all
had two hits apiece.
The Lakers, who are now 2-2
'on the season, have left 30 men
stranded on the hasepaths_in_
their four games. Calloway is-
on spring_ break this week and
will resume action a week




to Greg 'Pocky -in left fer the
second old, Austin Peay got
lieW life as 'Wendell StaMpt
reached on an error by
Murray State shortstop Stan
Giesler.
The Governors made good
of the second chance as
Robbie Fant executed the
suicide 'squeeze to perfection,
"reaching base and sending in
McGill with the first run of the
game.
Then in the last of the sixth,
Austin Peay put it away with
five more runs, again, taking
advintage of Murray errors.
Doug Eargle reached base
when Murray first, baseman
Don Walker dropped a pop fly.
After Pat Dennis had .walked,
-Toni Schoettel reached base
on an error by Giesler and that
left the_base.s_ full for Tom
Finely who blasted a grand
slam homerun. After one man













We rbste ,Co. 21:1 302CallowayiJ 8-7•0












Los Angeles 4, Atlanta 2, Los
Anwles wins series 2-1..
Toronto 5, Pittsburgh 2, To-




Buffalo at New' York island-
.51 Louis at Montreal
is Angeles at Boston
Toronto at Philadelphia:
Wednesday's Game's' •
Buffalo at New York Islaod-
ers
Louis it
LOS Angeles at Boston
Lronto at Philadelphia
ab r h
McCuiston-cf  5 3
Rogers-1f  l 1
Chavig-p  - 2
Garland-rt 2
T. Gibson-S3  ., . 2
R. Gibson-as 3 1 - -
Barnett-lb   3 : 1 .
Peeler-2b 
White-c  3 : 1
Totals 29 ... 13
Webster Co. 003 Om (2 - -; 0-0
Calloway 160 401 a 1 1 -1
Women Umpires?
SEATTLE (AP) - The
American League supervisor
for umpires says 'we may see
the day" of the Woman um-
pire.
"Can't you hear it?" said
Dick Butler, -Kill the
tuniirs' ess:"
But one thing you will not
see "at least not during MY
lifetime,"- is instant replay.
cameras used to back up
umpires, said Butler.
"Nine times out of 10 -
make that 99 per' cent -*the
simpires are right," saki
'Butler. "You can't have
enough cameras 4o cover all Of
the possible angles."
Yl•
Reece followed with a solo
skit and it was 6-0.
Murry* managed just fOur
hits off •The Briley who fanned
four and walked two in
throwing the shutout. Rice,
Who pitched well enough to
gave up just four hits but
the errors were the deathblow.
Pro Cage u Wendell Stamps had flied out,
Standings




• W L Pet. GB
y-Phita • 50 32 .610 —
Boston' • 44 3V .537 6
NY Knks 40 42 .488 10
Buffalo 30 52 .366 20
NY _Nets 22 . 60 _.268 28
Central Division
y-Houst 49 33 .598 —
Washton 48 34 .585 1
S Anton 44 38 .537 5
Cleve 43 39 .524 6
N Grins' 35' 47 .427 14
Atlanta 31 51 _378 18
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
y-Dnvr -50 32 .610 —
Detroit . 44 38 .537 6
- Chicago 44 38 ,537 6
Kan City 40 42 .488 10
Indiana 38 46 .439 14
Milwkee 30 52 .366 20
Pacific Division
y-L.A. 53 29. ._.646
—-.Portland. 49 33 .598 4
Goldn St 46 36 • .561 7
Seattle 40 12 .488 13
Phoenix-  48 .415 19
• y-elinebed division title
Sunday's Results
Boston 115, Cleveland 105
Chicago 120, Buffalo 99
Washington 131, Philadelphia
121
New York•Knicks 144, Detroit
126 -
Los Angeles„113, Seattle IQ4
New Orleans 139, Denver 125






END OF 'REGULAR SEASON
Rice drops to 3-1 on the
season.
In the nighteap, Robin
Courtney's RBI double in the
fourth gave Murray
righthander -Mark Went a 1-0
lead. But in the bottom•of the
fifth, the Goversoas scored a
pair to go up 2-1.
With one out, Schoettel
reached on a walk and after
Murray star Steve Barrett,
then singled to put men on at
the corners.
Tom Fehn singled to right to
score Bruce Austin, who was
•-running for Poe. Then Terry
Brown came through with a
single to load the sacks.
Tooley hit into a force at
second, sending in a • fun to
. Make it 4-2. With Don Walker
-at the plate and Fehn on third,
the 'Breda. scored another min
when the Austin Peay catcher
tried for a pickoff attempt at
third and threw -the ball into
leftfield. ' Then Walker
followed with. an RBI single
and it -was 6-2._
Wezet, now 2-1 on the-
season, set the siag down in
Robbre-Fant doubled for an
RBI. The Peay took the lead
when Joey Moore followed
With a run-scoring single.
Murray tied the game with a
run in the sixth.
Terry Brown opened with a
walk andtreg Tooley reached
on an error. After Walker
popped to second, Giesler
drove in a run with a groun-
dout. • .•
In the seventh, the 'Breds
put four on the board to wrap
up the win. _
Bill Wagoriei- led off the
inning by tapping back to the
pitcher before Ted Poe hit a









order in the seventh.' •
The 'Breds are now 21-7 on
the season and will ho4it-
Arkansas State for a pair
today and Memphis State for a
twinbill Wednesday. .
Friday, Murray will play a
single.game at Reagan Field
with Louisville before closing










Ssesnanoviaks-ri   1 1
Tooley-U 3 0
theskr-as 3 • o
Walker-lb 1 - 0
Wagoner-d, 3 1 I
COurtney-35 y ot 1
(..ithey-c 3 0 t
Totals 3005
Murray 000 000 0 0-5-4





Fehn-rf  4 1












, 0 1 - 6
30 6 II
000 101 4 64-2
000 010 0 24-2
MISS YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who beoe sot
ressirad Hs* beaw-aolly'ald,
copy el The Murray Ledger .
Nees by 5:311 p. me. Illwarg•
Mika or by 3135 p. en Soive•
rises ere ergo/ to cal 7$3-1916
beam 5:30 pa. at/ op. a.,
ineashry-Prilios, et 3:30, p. --
laid Op. a. fatordoys, to aeoro.
- &Nan ef the temrspaper.
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Your choice with purchase
of any new AMC car
with factory Air Conditioning
Now thns June 10
With each test drive of any American Motors car, you receive a pocket calculator free
(while supply lasts)
. Bottoms 8 Candy for the Kids
Cain's AMC, Jeep, Inc.
• 806 ColdwaterRoat— 753-64'48
an
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SHERIFF'S
_SALE
I will on Monday, April 25, 1977 at 10:00 A. M. at the Court
House door at Murray, Calloway County, KentuckAxpose to
public sale to the highest bidder the following delinquent tax
-claims +men which a real estate assessment appears (the
amount includes the tax, penalty, Sheriff's service fee and
advertising cost). The claims sold become a lien upon the
property described upon the face of the tax bill and are
subject to 12 per cent interest per annum.
(Signed) MAURICE WILSON
• SHERIFF OF CALLOWAY COUNTY, KENTUCKY
GRADED SCHOOL DISTRICT .
Bill No. - Names .. .... Amount
37-Adams, John B. $31.62
- 196 - Allen, Kevasee••••.------- .01-•=•-:4,- : "7." .:. , ,....- *:.„V.44
218 - Bailey, Max E. i ,. 73.27,
260-  Barger, Zelma J. , ...  39.61
327- Beaugard, Georgia . . 4 6  34
360 - Berry, Joseph  •  18.31
. 369 - Betts, Marie Brandon 54.13
' 410- Blakely, Gearger_ ---=•------ 9,,00:
. • • 459- Bolen, Lee EL- - 408.33
, .137_7,7 Boyle, Marvin 12.31
- ' 150 - 13ramley, Charles ,. -15.57
--..652.-Brown, Robert L 31.39
- 659- Brunner, Richard N - .53.70
• 695- Bukler, Lloyd - - 59.27
839 -7 Cash, Sharon Hall 62.24
962 - Coats, Terra 634
LI036...tioiliO4._Wi1i* B 17.62
1170 Crider, Rowland L. - 18.3r
, 1208- Cunningham, H. L 26.30
1216- Cunningham, Theodore R. 23.63
1260- Darnell, Wayne 82.20
1295- Dibble, Ralph 27.74
1403- Drake, WerterLewis III 
. 90.18
1414- Dunbar, Ella Est  11.67
1452- Durrant, Marcia A. 59.58
1626 Farley, -Hugh L. - -  26.30
1685- Farris, Tremon P.-, Jr . ^ 63:56
1.710,:,- Fike, Bobby . 31.62
. . . . .  . . . . . „ r, .,,,,i-_,. „ 66.22,
. 1713-Fike, Bobby , 31.62
1713- Fike, Bobby =  • 20.97
1714- Fike, Bobby 76.87
'1869 - Gammons, L. D .6.34
1877-Gardner, Ronald James • 27.46
2094- Guthrie, Thomas Lee •  65.48
2124- Hale, Mrs. Mary • - - 12,99
2177 -'-- Harding. Bert . •
2913 - Hubbard, Louise:. .,...._. _, '  ,. : ._. ... .... . .. 7.13-
/514 -=-Erilblia-rt, 'Louise' :4-7-''"'"""""•-•, --
2531 - Hughes, Glenda G ' -87.51
2628- Hynes, Aloyce & Barbara Jarrett 15.65
2686 - James, Kerry D ' 42.27
3004 - pig, Owen . . •   12.94
3106- Lampkins, Hal David 50.25
3389 - Marvin, Juanita R.  46.27
3442- McClain, Charles E. 52.92 -
3534- McGeehee, Desiree 14.33
3573 -McKinney, Robert G. 15.52
- 3641 - Morgan, Terry L. *  52.92
3825 -- Mott;Kenneth 
4104- Pannell, Joe  .85.82
4351 - Powderly, Edward l' ' -  ----- • - - 83.54
4505 - Reynolds, Charles H. 58.24
4785 -Ilutledge, Havana 6  07
-4786 - Rutledge, Pete 67.57
4787- Rutledge, Pete Jr. p,_ 53.57
4948 - Shelton, Donald E.<  39.61
4965 - Shirley, Edgar 209,86
4967 - Shirley, Thomas E. 108.82
5063- Skinner, Aberline 18.31
5086 - Smith, Bonnie 68.89
5168 - Spann, Guy 111.48
5174 - Spann, Joe H 40.95
5175 - Spann, Joe H 164.72
5176- Spann, Joe H. 124.79
5177- Spann, Joe Hal 18.31
5178 - Spann, Joe Hal - 5L60
'5179 - Spann, Joe Hal 40795
5180 - Spann, Joe Hal 84.86
5181 - Spann,'Joe Hal 111.48
5189- Sparks. Maggie Martin 607
5195- Spencer. Jesse 54.26
..•. 5- ViiirThervilleXyra 1:7 ' .. _ 34.23
5814- Walls, Harold 7  66
5817 - Walls. James  36.94
7313- Berry, Joseph N. 
7316- Berryman, Doyle 
7317 - Berryman, Doyle 
10.211- 11373 - Freemen, William 
7359- Billheimer, John K  .21.54
/409 - Bishop. C. A. 12.08
71 11
910
7449- Black, Ronnie . ...
7451 - Blackburn, Robert J 
7506- Blixt, Dean C. 
7541 - Bogard, Charles T.  
...... 6.99
• 143.83
7592- Bongardner, A. Lee .6.32
7619- Border, David  --
7653 Bowen, Kenneth, W.  _
7660 - Bowling:Neil Wesley
7661 - Bowman, Michael S 
7662- Bowman, Michael Short • 
7680- Boyd, Leonard 
7681- Boyd, Leonard
7687 - Boyd, Tony T. 
7699- Braden, Given 
7807 - Bray;Fred Jr 
7819- Brewer, Dorothy L. 
7858- Brittain, J. B. •
• 7394- Brookover, Richard
7895 - Brookover, Richard 
7899- Brooks, Homer L.
7920 - Brown, Dale
7980 -Browning, F. George 
7992 - Bruce, Mrs. Logan 21.87
7998 - Brunner.11ift_rd N.  45.99
7999- Brunschwyler, John P. _ 158.68
• 8000- Brurischyler, John P. 41.38
8015- Bryant, Charles 6  99
8053- Bucy, Don 14.93
8096 - Buhler, LoYdE. . ..... : , 
8102 Bullock, Ronald C 
8124 Burks, Gerald MSG  • • •




e 110 11420- Fuqua, Neva 
12-93 • 11551 - Gadthe. Gordon 5.901
, •-•••11671 - Garland, John S.   73.54
11672 - Garland, John S  .38.06
11673 - Garland, John Sanders 135.90
11683- Garland, Paul  • , 34.77- 
11760 -*=c Gelsinger, Donald O. -.T..-:- - 6  32
1991 - Gibbons, David F. or Margie R. 8.32
11835- Gilkey, Ivanell 6  99









118890- Godwin, Joe E. _
11895 - Goff, John 26.15
11937 - Goodwin, Russel A. 
11955 - Gossett, Effie M. =
- 11969- Graddy, Manuel   .18.32
11970- Graddy, Manuel 10.29
11974 - Graffis, Carl 699
11981- Graham,Paul '  11.57
12000 Graviett, B. E. & Dorothy  6.99
5 99 12082 Greer, Jesse 
12083- Greer. Jesse Mackie 699
12100 - GregorY, Robert  16.72
12129 - Grisson, James A.  10.29
12194 -Gros, Leslie &Sandra 632
12212- Guess, Michael  .... 6.17
12349- Hail, Nakomis 11.61
12358- Hall, Roy L  • ...... 6.99
12395- Hampton, Emily   , .7.65,
12402- Handley, Lawrence - 832
12413 - Haney, Charles or Lillian M. 9  63
12438- Hardison, Zilpha
12490- Harp, Leon N. Sr 
-34.77 12492 - Harp, Leon Sr 
54..62 12494A - Harper, Doris 
- • 8.32.. 12530- Harrington, Mackey L












8152 - Burkeen, Eugene  
12557 - Harris, Willie A8198 Burkeen, aul & Ray 10:61
.82244- Burkhart, Harry A.
8233- Burnett, John N. 
8241 - Burns, J. W 
8244 - Burress, John -
8251 - Burton, Bobby -
8264 - Bush, Doyle 
8378- Cain, C. E. & Steve McNeeley
.8400 - Caldwell-, Morris Est. 
U04 Calhoon, Ewin











8546.,Carrico, Letcher 8  96
8566 - Carroll, James E 765
'8595 -2 Carson, Pat!:64.69
8600 - Carson, William R. 632
8621 - Cary, Paul A - 765
8645- Catet, Walter M 12.93
8719 - Champion, Danny Steve 21.54
17707- Chatman, Linda S =.77
8778-Cherry, Gerald D.
8828.- Choate, Melvin 
 99 86797,Clark,Cbstrlea--- -
8887 -Clark, Howell R 
8986- Cobham, Jan & Brenda
9020- Colburn, Mrs. George  _ •
9038-Cole, William H. Jr   8.42
9041 - Coleman, Bert M. Jr. Et Us 209.94
9139- Collins, Netta M 5  67
9166 - Colscin, Jean 699
9181 - Colson, W. Lonnie 23.51
9202- Conaway, Harvey J .. 
9232 -Conyer, Donald D. or Thomas L.
9233- Conyer, Donald or Helen or Michael D.
9289-- Cocin, Charles E
95.19.- Cooper, James P. Jr: " 8.63
9444 - Cox, John E 699
9534 - Creekrnur, Broadus  24.73
9563 - Crittenden, James L • , 699
9566- Crittenden, Barbara 10.95
9571 Crocker, Bobby 6  32
9653- Culbertson, Don L 765
9679- Cumbee, Hurley B. 666
9682 - Cundiff, Kenneth 11.61
9919 - Davis, C. A. 765
9914 7 Davis, Donald L. 632
9919- tiavis, George B. 13.60
9920 -13av,. George F. 632
9936- Davis, Rax 0.
9937- Davis. Richard P. 
9938- Davis, Robert 
9947- Davis, Wayne 
9998 Denham, Graham Est
10019 - Denistonjatise M
10044 Dewey, Daniel
10084 Dieterlen, Carl L
19086 --Dietz, Jack L. Est .......
10095- Dillon, Dewayne 567
10150- Dodson, James Edward  119.38
5853- Ward,.Vera & Willie D. Reed 18.31
5941 -Wells, Oina • 8  19
5997- White, Mrs. Porter 44.93
6195- Wofford, Louise
6250- Wright, Kent7G LASS 55.13
commciN SCHOOL DISTRICT
6313- Abell, Jim Healey
607
§99
6317 - Abernathy, Andrew. 28.16
6338- Adams, Bruce & James Witherspoon 67.82
6391.- Adams, James E. & Linda 
6395- Adams, Jim . 
-4.65
64.50
6432- Adcock, F. D 765
6442- Adsit, Glenn
. 6459 - Akey, Elizabeth
6473 - Alexander, Clarence A. ..
6471-2- Alexandes, Clarence A 
6491 - Alexander. T. - 174.19
6492- Alexander, T. 149.85
777 -6506 - Allbritten, George.. :6  32
6508- Allbritten, James & Cecil Bonne 34.77
6536 - Allen, David D.'•-• _ 942







6694- Armstrong, Thomas J...








6753 - Austad, Glen H. .699
6772 - Ayers, Harley R: Jr' 
6856- Bakenbus, John F 
6871 - Baker, James E.
6885- Baker, Robert 178.66
6962- Barnes, Richard & Dora .. 11.61
7054 - Barto, Oscar C . 599
7078 - Baylor, Billy ._•.___ . 6.66
- 7143 - Beach, Virginia- -229.77
_ 
7164- Bean, William B. " 35.18
7184 - Beane, Rubena .  ..11161
7197 - Beetle, Archie A. ' 17,171
7201 - Beck, Clifford, U. ....... ,,..,..-,-. 6.32
7233- Bell & Overby  6.99
7237- Bell, Carl , 6.99
7258 - Bellew. Belinda Sue  i • ...rir , -17.35
7276- Bennett, Carl W 6  99
• • 7297- Reran, David A. -............-_,_ =.- .......... _ . _ . „ _8.32
7301 - Berkholz, Carolyn ''' ' "  10.29







10151 - Dodson, James Edward
10191 - Doolin, Robert 
10212 - Dorris, Luther J.
10219- Doster, John L 
10270 - Dowdy, Ralph "
10285 - Downey, Edgar 28.79
10291 - Downs, Ed 765
10312- Drake, Werter Lewis III 26.05
10341 - Duke, Marvin J. 699
10342 - Duke, Mar.vin J. Jr  " 699
10346 Duke, W. E.  ..... .8.32
10354 - Dunavan, Prentis
10357 Duncan, Alfred E. 61.21
10372 - Duncan, Carl E. 26.82
10388- Duncan, Eugene 18.29
10389 -Duncan, Eugene 20.87
10421 - Duncan, Pole 11.61
10606 - Edwards, Kenneth A.':... 38.06
10630 - Egan, Michael  26.49
10642- Elbrink, Phillip 
10672- Eli, Raymond A 
106138 - Elkins, Darrell 
10689 - Elkins, Dwain 
10690- Elkins, Earnest D 
10742- Elliott, James 
10743- Elliott, James H. 
10748- Elliott, Richard C. 
10750- Elliott, William J. 
10811 - Engle, Ralph
10843- Ernst. Thomas G. 20.87
10846 7- Ervin, Dennis G. 699
10939- Evans, Wirt T. , 632
10940 - Evans, Wirt T  .5.67
10941 - Evans, Wirt T 12.35
666
8  32
11025,- farms & Homes Inc 11.61
11623 - Farrar, Lawrence 143.74
1 2 - Farris, Bobby JOe 9  63
l -" Farrie, Bobby Joe -
11085 - Fa ullt.s, James D 
11125- Ferguson, Edviard R
11130 - Ferguson, H. W  
11*/69 - Finney, Gayle
11182 - Fish, R. r.
11228- Floyd, Burlos
11* - Fogleman, Jahn W, 
12326- Fowler, James
11332 Fox. D. W f. . 

























12578- Harry, CPT Robert E. ' 832
12591 - Hart, Herman W. , 632
12603 - Hart, Ralph or Lyetta 731
12607- Hartman, David L - 567
12623 - Hauck, Allen W. 67.62 .
12629 - Hawes, Larry Odell 23.40
12647 - Haynes, George C 832
12665- Haywood, David .765
12666- HarwOod, Doris L 11.61
12677 Healy, Jim  6.32
12696 Helm, Junius 894
12699- Helms, James R. Adrian R. Vancleave . ... 9.60
12701 - Helsterm, John W • 12.29
12763 - Henderson, Billy & Max Wiggins 663
12710 - Henderson, Joe W 28.16
12723- Hendon, Dorsey .. 34.77
12725- Hendon, Dorsey 33.56
12746- Hendricks, C. T. Est. .42.41. 
. 12819 - Herman, Joseph 599
632 12865- Herrmann, David A 7.62
14.93 12871 - Heski, Metro 896
zug, "'" F-4284,--Hieke, Shirley& • ' .11.68
65.35 12958- Higgins, Wayne 37.30
832 12961- Hightower, Ernie 666
53.27 12970- Hill, Arthur 13.27
12986- Hill, Frank W. ___ . . 7.65
-13018- KW, Thomas R. 18.n
13033- Hindrnan, Mary Billington 6.66
13048 - Hisaw, James R. 632
13124 - Holder, Curtis . ". _26:14 .,
_..253.52 13262 - Hopkins, Jerry '  35.40
832 13263-- Hopkins, Jerry L. ....... ... .133.93
699 13292 Hopkins, Walter "  16.72
599 13300- Hopper,-Thomas C. ..
13341 - Houk. Vivian D. ...... 
 .1o.n
13361 -- Houser, Gary T. 
7  65
13365- Houston, Charles  
6.63
13378- Houston, Ervin R. 
12.93 •
1S410 -2-froward, Carl R 
6  99
13411 - Howard, Carl R  
44.67
67.82
13448- Hubbell, Larry.tt. 599
13461 - Hudson, Jarr1es - 144.60
13462 - Hudson, James 11.61
'13473 - Huffman, Richard A., 765
13603 - Hutchins, Howard E. 18.89
13713 -J BJ Corp. 11Ln
13729- Jackson, Ernest L. & Norman I. McGee Sr 10.72
13750 - Jackson, Jimmy D 699
13764- Jackson Purchase Gun Club 24.83
13779 - Jackson, William A. 699
13782 - Jacobsma, P 960
13783- Jacobson, Linda Star 6  32
13804 - James, Tony 48.63
13846- Jennings, James F 10.26
13851 - Jenschke, Stephen J. .6.32
13878 -Johnson, Allen K 11.57
13903 -Johnson, Garvin A. •  13.60_
13965- Joiner, William 765
13966 Joines, Donald A......-31.44
71 13976 - Jones, Alton  10.29
8 14054 Jones, Mr9. Edna A. .... ........ 666
599 14055 - Jones, Edward . 14.93
10.95 14074 -Jones, Gerald W. 963
599 140 -Jones, Mrs. I. Herman 38.06
14100 'Jones, James A. 765
14110- Jones, Jerry D  . - " • 31.44
14144 - Jones, Marshall P 20.21
14150 Jones, Mildred M.  39.53
14161 - Jones, Mrs. obie,    .. 6.32
14182 Jones, Raphael ...  114.10
9  95 14191 - Jones, Roger .34.77
14197 - Jones, Sherman 
14208 -- Jones, Velma W  . .15.247395
14228 - Jordon, Jr. Christine 699
14282 Keaco r  533.86
14309- Keener, Harvey J. or George Beech 896
14310- Kenney, Edward M. 765
14325 - Keller, Ronald V. 759
14329- Kelley, Elmer J 5  67
1440(- Kennedy, Daniel L 632
14411 - Kennedy, William .130.61
( 14413 - Kennemore, Marvin 8  96
44441 - Key, David L. 8  32
14475 Kilgore, Gary Preston 69.44
14485 K imbrell, Melvin 599
14522 King, Arvelee 11.48
14542 - King, James R 12.28
14549 King, Walter H. 
.... . , 
10.29
14593- Kizzie, Dale M. 6  32
269.4414626 Knight, Richard 
14645 - Knuckles, Bryce E. Jr 567
- 8  2114646 Knuckles, Bryt•e E. Jr
14651 Koch, Robert D. -241.40
14689 Kruse, Howard A. 832
11  91 ̂14700 Kurth, Irene & Jack Hiland
- 14706- Kutchinski, John B .. 9.95
-  9614725 - Lafferty, Dan J.
7  6514800- Lampkins, Derrell 




14838 - Lapp, Arthur C.
7 
14922 - Lawrence, Era  32
63
"6  66 
14923- Lawrence, Eva 6 
1493/ T.- Lawrence, Paul N 14.93
8  47 
14965 - Lecompte, Carl 832
14967 - Ledes,.7,66 .96
87.65 
14995 Lee, Jesse . 699
Oa's& P. 11
15013 - Lee, Robert 896
mon - Lehman,. John , . 642
11033 - Leighton, Andrew J. 24.83
-15067- Lewellyn, Lawrence T. 866 - -1
• - 15066 - Lewis, Melba 699
15067 - Lewis, Melba 699
15094- Liddell, Oscar B. 11.61
15139 -Littan, Donnie W .  .6.99
13149 - Lively, James E. Jr ....vi,..,  -,c 44,11.61
15150- Lively, James 0 34.77
15174 - Long, David A. .. 766
15195 - Love, Philip L A 666
15204 - Lovett, David L , 765
"  15210- Lovett, Kenneth A. ., ' . .7•65
15244 - Finlw„.Orne & Alm& _ II  V
15256- Lowe, Kellie R. Jr •  .. 44.67
15294 - Laebig, Margaret 866
15334 -Lyons, Luther - 83.12
15348 - Madden, John Liston 11.61
15349- Madden, William E. & Imogene 22.37
15361- Madison, Dennis E 10.95
15385- Main, James L 696
15414 Maness, Junior 5  67
15415- Maness, Oscar 18.89
15417- Maness, Robert 832
15424- Manion, Harvey 6  32
15426- Mania, L J. Thomas  38.06
15448- Manning, J.H.  64.50
15453 - Manning, Michael E. 196.74
15455- Manning, Ronald E. 11.61-
-15464 - Marine, Merritt 8.96
15491 - Marlowe, James  53.75 --
15508- Marshall, Charles M. 18.29
15533 - Martin, Harold B. &Julia 765
15547- Maruschak, John Jr 9  63
15548- Maruschak. John Jr  10,9
15550- Marvin, Mrs. Bobby Jack 10.29
15559- Mason, Robert 60.63
15573 - Masters, Donald 832
15646---May,Thartarit-=  41.37  
15647-- May, Leonard  10.35_
15666- Maynard, A. L. '  10.72
15668- Maynard, John _6.99
15670 - Mays, Enunett E. * 699
15779 McClanahn, Leroy.  _  98.97
15769- McClure, Lornan 24.63
15772 McClure, Ossby 4  95
- 15775- McClure, Steve  241.65
15711- McConnell, James A. 45.99
15800- McCoy, Ramona 6  99
15867- McCustion, Billy 68.35
15928 McGee, Lynn T. 599
15936.- McGuins, Gene ....... 5  19
15965- McKie, Donna Jean 5  99
15966- McKie, Donna Jean 5  67
15967 - McKinney, Bobby 38.00
16013 - McLeod, Claude Earl 28.16
18017- McLeod,Jinuny. 18.22
16032 - McNally, Robert R 10.21
16072 - Meeks, Elmo 731
16119- hfigasi, Robert 699
16141 - Miller, Charles E. 95.40
16142 - Miller, Charles E. . 832
16187 - Miller, Herman W 10.29
16216- Miller, Joseph C. 84.33
16234- Miller, Noah 6  99
16253 - Miller, Robert D. 932
16285- Milligan, James 5  99
16296- Mills, Lela B - 6.99
16316- Minor, H. Wayne or Verla 21.54
16332 - Mitchell. Elster R 599
16333 - Mitchell, Elster R. 599
16340- Mtchell, James-E. 699
16345 -Mitchell,- Mary- 616
16362- Mlichuson, Obie Gene  31.44
16372- Moeller, Karl C. 832
16404 - Mondragon, Angel 
16413 - Montgomery, Jerry  .55.70
16454 - Moore, Dottie •  11.61
16517 - Morgan, James H . 11.61
16571 - Morris, Michael Wayne 14M
16603- Morrisett, Riley Thomas 649
16614 - Morrison, James R. 896
16625- Morrison, Shelly 162.81
16670- Moubray, Kenneth Wayne 832
16676 - Mudd, William J. 599
16678- Mulkey, Arnold K.  6.32
16679- Mulkey, Arnold K 5.99
16785- Myers, Jerry J. & John L Brown Jr. 896
16804 - Nance, Bob 11.61
.16823 - Nance, Raley E 5.67
16878- Needy, Edward R 11.23
16885- Neher, Paul E. 765
16914 - Ness, Donald G. 632
16917 - Nestrud, Maurice J. .. .11.61
16994- Noble, Virgil or Lois K. - 599
16995- Noble, Virgil or Wm. Edward Jr. - 6  32
16996 - Noble, Virgil 599
16997 - Noble, Virgil & Lois 666
17078 - Odell, Ben K. 11.61
17138 - Orgon, Wayne '898
17218 - Ostrow, Stanley J. 798
17219-Ostrow, Stanley J. • 832
17268- Outland, Kenneth 0 166.99
17371 -Owens, Edviard  11.61
17509- Parks, Anna Lou 6  32
17540- Parmly; Donald R.- 832
17743 -- Peckenpaugh, Hugh L 896
17782- Perdue, Bill 765
17809- Perry, Kenneth 12.83
17827 - Perry, William J  54.60
17868- Phillips, Charles M. 8  75
17876- Phillips. Fred 18.2217987- Planicka, Lois A. . . 28.16
18002- Poe, Richard B. . 5.99
18002 - Poiles, Charles W. 995
18062- Powell, David A. & Sandra L. 632
18103 --Prescott, Robert Eugene 71.11
18159- Pritchett, Hughes E 57.95
18178- Proctor, Billie G. 7  65
18207 - Puckett, H. B. 896
18242- Putman, Loren 11.61
18272- Ragan, Jackson C. Jr.
18284- Ragsdale, W. C. ...- .12.83
18289- Raines, Edmund E. II ..._-.... _41 _
18296- Rambo, Harvey " . ••. 14.93
18318- Ramsey, Wilbur . ' 5  99
18326 - Ransom, James M. 330.71
18361- Rateliff, Geneva J. 10.95
18373 - Ray, David 803
18367 - Ray, Richard .
18388- Ray, Sherman L.
18464- Reibitz, Ola Mae 
16486 •-- Retirement Acres
164V - Retirement Acres
18488- Retirement Acres
18512- Rhodes, Charles 
11513- Rhodes, Charles  .
18537- Richardson, Dennis R.
18543 - Richardson, Ralph R. & Jewell
18544 - Richardson, Rodney D.
18562 - Rickman, James E.  
18568- Riddle, Bobbie R
18580- Riley, Clayton 
18606- Rimer, Burtheld ,
11752 - Robinson, Donald F 
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I Coatinaed From Page 8)
1it774 - Roby, H. E. 14.93
18780 - Rodgers, James M.
* 18792 k-pogers, Charles H. Jr
18819- Rogers, Orrin R.
18852 - Rooker, Rupert
18879- Rose, Myra L.
18889- Roseberry, Glenn E 
18900- Ross, Cornelia Fay
18936-Ross, Wilburn.
18980- Rowland, Joe 11  
18978- Rudd, Stewart 19: Jr 
18979 -.Ruddell, Clarence L
19019- Rushing, L. L. 
12951 - Walter , _ . _ 765.
19068- Ruzicka, Elizabeth K 25.46
19126 - Sanders, Ira • 632
19129 - Sanders, Junior Lee - -11.32
19138- Sanford, George E. 7  60
19192- Schippert, Bill 10.29
19195 - Sclunidt, Robert V. 960
19205 -Schoellhomer, Richard 8.32
19259 -Scott, C. W 174.52
19265 -Scott, Curtis E.  765
19377-Shatter, James L 32.35
19380 - Shaffner, Ronnie B 37.29
- • 19381 - Shamblin, Jerry B. 5  99
-- 19515 -Shipley-, Donald  7.62 -
19546- Short, James P. 6  99
19580- Sieting, Robert L  24.83
19663- Skrabala, Joe 7  31
19689- SlOwik, Tom or Billy Stybr - 'La"- 8.63
 t9699-!Smith, Alfred 4.Na12.93
19711-Smith, Cecil_
- 19771 -Smith, Herman J. 
• 19778 - Smith J. W 
19783 - Smith, James Edd  • -
19789 - Sinith, Joe C. 
19639-Smith, Sgt. Paul
19853 - Smith, Robert G. 213.26
















19879 - Smith, Walter H. & Bonnie 75.93 •
' 19923 - Snow, Gladys  666
I
19936- Solecki, Raymond T. 832
19944- Sottile, Michael E 
6-99
19945 - Souder, Eugene J. 666
19946 -Souder, Eugene J. 16.86
19972 -Spann, Joe H 140.54
'.. 19973 - Spann, Joe H .104.17
- 49974 - Spann, Joe H.  134.64'
19990- Sparks, Donald 963
199% -Spearry, June 13.27
20040 - SiaceY. , 7  65
20061- Stalls, Walter E 163.13
20077 - Stanley, Charles E. 77.72
20135 --- Stauder,T1tornas J 699
20185,- Stephenson, Donald, 963
20218- Steward, Raymond 832
20219- Stewart, Reginald 6.32
20239- StJohn, James'N. 699
20270 -Stone, Bobby Lee 54.60
20277- Stone, Dorothy  38.42
20291 - Stone, Joe Pat . , 127:32
20309- Storts, George R. 31.44
20:130 - Strauss, Robert W. 963
20389 - Stunson, Clyde 10.29
20394- Suedmeyer, Mary M. 6  99
20415- Suiter, Joe Michael 124.00
20424 - Sullivan, John & Jacquelyn Michicich 8  32
204.25- Sullivan, John F. 6  31
20432 - Sutherland, Charles E 765
20449-Sweet, Shawn M.  .6.99
20450 -Sweetwater Lake Inc .8.32
20463- Swindell, William H 832
20525- Tancrede, Sgt. Donalsi T. 14.26
20566 Taylor, Chap 204.21
20591 - Taylor, Joe B.  .6.32
20605 - Taylor, Robert Bacon 41.38
20675- Thonuis, Kenneth W. 183.50
20692- Thomas, Raymond A. 699
20723 - t..ompson, George W. 
20724- Thompson, Ceorge W.
20912 - Tillman, Edward r - -
21041- Trees, Stephen E. 322.33
21045- Tremblay, Richard & Sharon 74.43
21074 - Trosper, John R. - 832
21076 - Trotter, Edgar Powell III 31.44
21077 - Trotter, John D. 8  96
21126 - Tucker, James R. Sr 765
21153 - Tumilowics, Mike • 12.93
21159- Turnage, Patricia B - 5  67
21200- Turner, Kenneth T. 40.71
21212- Turner, Ray '3  32
21249- Udey, Irene  38.06
21250- Udley, Irene 38.06
21251 - Udley, Irene .--.21.54




Street, Murray, is majoring in
elementary education at MSU.
The Hicks Scholarship is
awarded each year to a
Third Nine Weeks Honor Roll
Released At Calloway High
Calloway County. High
Honor Roll for the third nine
weeks includes 129 students,
according lo the school
principal, Ron McAlister.
The principal said 19. made
all As and 110 Made all's
and B's.
Students making the honor
roll are listed alphabetically
by grade as follows:
SENIORS - All A's -
Linda McCuiston, Patricia
Melvin, Tern Morris, Donna
Smith, and Shea Sykes.




Debbie Brooks, Cresti Bucy,
Bobby Fike, Ricky Green,






Roach, Melissa Rowland, Gail
' SMotherman, Sandra Stom, ,
Vanessa Stone, Ronnie
Stubblefield, Sherri Thomas,
Pamela J. Todd, Pamela M.
Todd, Dan Watson, and Gi Hee
Yoo.
JUNIORS - All A's
Shela Darnell, Tammy
Feltner, Susie Lines, Pam
Piercer Gail Tucker, and
Alesa Walker. . •
All A's and B's=
' Jo Ann Allbritten, John at the 
New Northside Peoples-
' dBrinkley, Lisa Cleaver, Luana Bank 
community mor' on the
Colson, Janna Lynn Cooper, second
 floor.
Betsy Easley, Karen
The lecture will be spon-
Edwards, Tena Eldridge 
sored by the Students ,
In-
Geneva Garland, LaDon 
ternational Meditation
Haley, Robert Hendon
Society, °a • recognized
Denise Howard, Kevin Hut-
i,
university organization. The
son, Laura Jarrett, Cynthia SIMS 
organization, is an
Lassiter, Susan Lewis, Randy 
educational non-profit
McCallon, Sandra Morefield, 
organization, a spokesman
Patricia Parrish, Craig s'liCl• •
Redden, 'Mitzi Redick, Keith
Starks, and Lorraine Steen. . North Honor
SOPHOMORES •"--- All A's-
Tommy Boggess, Steve •
Enoch, Mickey Overby, Jerry Roll Given
Paschall, Kim Starks and
Terry Tucker. The honor. roll for the last
grading period at North
Calloway Elemental:), School
has been released by the
principal. Johnny Itohannon,
as follows:
Sixth grade - Douglass
Brown, _Glenn__Pette._ _Keith
Allbritton, Sherry Coy, John
Mark Roberts, and Tracy
Beach.
Seventh grade - ?telly
Crouse, Rita Duncan, Todd




-_ 21369, Vaughn, Earl F. ..--- 188.08
21442 - Waddle, Billy R ...--- 832
21458- Wagster, Michael K ..---"?' 8  96
21502- Walker, Franklin . 57.13 _
21518 -- Walker, James R. ' - , 8  32.
21519- Wafer, James W.  12.28
21527 - Walker, Aim R. 8  32
21560- Wallace, Arlie 9  90
21628- Walters, Joel W. 632
21682 -- Warren, CpL Joe R 14.93
21706 - Washer, Jeanetta 29.38
21734 - Watkins. Robert L. -- --- 8  32
21757- Watson, Joe T 23.51
21778- Watts, William 7  65
21795- Weaver, Lindsay A
21824 - Wells, Alfred' ..... 68.11
21829 - Wells, Billy , 1 .92 ,
21846- Wells, John 1 83
21852 - Wells, Sudie & Alfred 10.6l
21933 - Wheeler, Oynaul J. ' 6  99
21934 - Wheeler, Oynaul J. • 765
21943 - White, Archie E ,  ' 14.93
21959 - White, George, A 
. 
6  99
21976 - White, Jimmy 6  32
21979 - White, John T. Decd 61.21
21994 - White, Robert L 8  32
22060 - Wiles, Shirley S. -t 6  99
22125- Williams, Charles 7  65
22128 - Williams, Charles B 24.83
n151 -Williams, Edward &Joyce 57.89
:-.
22159 - Williams, Gerald K. 10.29
22208 - Williams, Marl L 666-
22226 - Williams, Robert C  954
22229 = Williams, Rodney H 567, r
22247 - Williamson, Clyde V. Jr. 7  31
22345 - Wilson, J. B 71.11
22414 - Wilson, William W. 106.82
2242ft - Winarski, John W 11.48
22421 - Winarski,Tarruny Yvonne 599
22465 - Winter Charles W. - . . . 12.28
22474- Wischmeir, Ralph E. b  99
22489- Wideman, Burlene • 6  99
22500 - Wolf, Carl E. Jr 896
- 22560 - Woods,' Wayne E ;-,  ,----- 10.75
22566- Wooten, Clifford D. . 827
22643 - Wyatt, Glen E. , _10.95
22698 -,-.Yeager,Robert D. 70.36
227.10- Ygpis, John 14. - _6.32
22773 - Youngblood, Ronald J 699
22828- Zintbaum, Samuel 12.81
832
Diane Seifert- McGee, a
junior at Murray State
University, has been selected
to receive the $100 G. T. and
Frances Ross Hicks
Scholarship to attend Murray
State during the 1977-78 school
year. -















Tremblay, Jena Hoke, Mark




FRESHMEN - All A's-
Meleah Paschall and Denise
Rutherford.
All A's add B's-
Lisa Ra77e11, James Bibb.
Cindy Brandon, Melissa
Brinkley, Susan Byars,
Donald Colson, Mary Elkins,
Gary Emerson, Larry Enoch,




All A's and B's- Tripp Furches, Guy Furr,
Marlon Adams, Sharicei, Rhonda 'Garland, Roger
Adams, Carol Cooper, Garland, Rose Herndon, Eva
Charlotte Coursey, Keith- Hester, Nick HOrtrin, Keisha
Crick, Ricky Curtninghom;-Lassiter, Jackie Miller,
Mary Denny, Jimmy Hide, Melissa Miller, Terry Don
Eric Kelleher, Shayne 'Paschall, Dale Sheriden,
Lassiter, Terry Lassiter, David Thorn, Glenda Turner,
Renee McDougel, Shelia Mary Wagoner, Karon
Mcenize, Brenda Miller, Walker, Jane Wesson, Kim
Nancy Murdock, Jaekle Willie, and Rhonda Wilson.
Parker, Jan Potts, Michael
Randolph, Patty Ann
Robinson,Rose Ross, Tanunie
Joe Rudolph, Dawn Sledd,
Condit--Stubblefield, Billy
Vincent, Carol Watkins, 04-01-T7





- Mrs:-Margaret F. Wisehart
and -Baby Girl, Rt. 1, A1MO,
Mrs. Martha A. Tharpe, 400
Ash, Murray, Mrs. Valerie V.
Smith, Rt. 5, Murray, Mrs.
Nita E. Jackson, Rt. 6,
Mayfield, Mrs. Kathy
Sloan, Box 274, Puryear, Tn.,
Mrs. Jackie V. Weatherford,
1616 Parklane, Murray, Mrs.
Ida B. Hargraves, 2,
Hazel, Joe P. Farley, Rt. 8,
Murray, Miss Ted L. Un-
dgrvioixl, Rt. 2, Hazel, Clyde
A free lecture will be C. Busby, 225 Warren, Paris,.
presented on Transcendental' - Tn., Mrs. Opal R. Emerine,
Meditation (TM) on Wed= k:104 a. 150," Murray, C._ E.
nesday, April 13, ar7:00 pirr. Circarama _Dr.,
Murray, Robert L. Waters, Rt.
4, Murray, Henry C. Jones
(expired), Rt. 3, Murray.
1 HOSPITAL NEWS I
The kiwi has an acute sense _
of Smell beeàüsè, unlike Other
birds, its brain has enlarged ol-
factory lobes in the frontal re-




- 1st lieskersi yes
Kathryn 'Outland
Prone 751 34”
axawri••• sod • sx sioi•
1%1%111
Enjoy A Feast In Seven Seas
. nautical atmosphere.
TWO FOR NINE
Complete Dinner For Two Only $900
("Two for nine served every evening except Fr 8 Sot. During April
*Build A Delicious Salad from our 20 item Salad Bar
*Choose your Entree from the following:
3.7 og. Rib-eye Steak -
1. Seven Seas Platter - Delicious variety of Scollops, Fried
Shrimp, Boiled Shrimp, Oysters, Crab
Cake and Fish Mot
Coltnbusalion Platter - Choice of Any Two - Fried Shrimp.
Frigid Oysters, Scallops, Flounder
and Catfish Fillet
Selected from the best choice
beef. Wit will cut and chorbroti to
yavr-sparifrtrifrons.
*Your Choice of Beverage Included
04'
For the Finest in
Steak and Seafood
4
Students from Murray-High School and Calloway County High School were involved
in an American private enterprise system study held at Murray State University yester-
day. The program was sponsored by the University of Kentucky Cooperative Extension
Service. *ix Parker, Murray attorney, (center) lead one discussion group in the
examination of free enterprise in business. Shown with him are (left to right) Randy
Hutchens, Gina Jones, Shara Toon, and Terry Clark. kiwi:lb), Jennie B Gordon
than
ANNOUNCEMENT•S •
Due To A Storewide Remodeling We Are Now
LOCATED at j15 NORTH 2nd ST. Our New
TEMPORARY LOCATION . . .
PHONE 442-0979
WHILE WE. ARE IN OUR TEMPORARY LOCATION WE PLAN TO SELL
OUT ALL OUR FLOOR SAMPLE PIECES SO WHEN WE MOVE BACK TO
OUR NEWLY REMODELED STORE ALL OUR DISPLAY PIECES WILL BE
BRAND NEW STOCK. TO ACCOMPLISH THIS WE HAVE MARKED DOWN
SELECTED ETHAN ALLEN FLOOR SAMPLES.
ANNOUNCING SAVINGS OF 20% TO 40%




FREE DELIVERY . .
CONVENIENT CREDIT TERMS .
NOTE: All FLOOR SAMPLE PIECES "AS-IS"
_UNITED HOME FL It;•45111Kag
A
ETHAN ALLEN fURNITURE
• -1-.\:1.15 NORTH SECOND PADUC A H. K
STOREWIDE FLOOR SAMPLE
SALE..
OPEN FRIDAY EVENING Til 8 ....
STORE HOURS:
DAILY ... 9 AM Til 5 PM











































PUT IT IN THE
Crossword Puzzler
ACROSS - - - point
67 Music. as1 Capuchin wr Men- monkey •
4 Parent





13 Intractable 3 
Pronoun
4 Encounter •
2.(63^ 5 Appraise151-lure' critically
ending • 6 Heaped16 Communication 7 b18 A state • 8 wL a el d
(abbr.) 9 Pronoun
19 Pronoun t ()Challenging
21 Soapstone 12 Negative
22 Twirl prefix































41 Partof , 58 Parent
"a-ifplarle•- - (colloq )
43 Painter 60 Ocean
t44 Army officer 62 A continent
(abbr.) (abbr )
48 Man's 64 Postscript
nickname (abbr I
ries








17 0.. .. .7,.,
/
18
119 .20' :21 .22 23
3.$ -.. - 25' 11., 26 4- 7 *.".•40 28
29 
, • ,.
















.:::::: 65 xv..66 :4)• ...• 7














WAS AND l5; AN EVIL PLACE































April 1, 1977 through
May 31,1977.
Application packets













Holman Jones, 217 South
_ 130, phone_ 753-3128.













bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any- size.
Wallets low as 24 cents, 8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,-
753-0035. Free parking
lot, use our rear en-










beginning April 1, 1977





(a) Be at least 18
years of age
(b) Be a high school
CYPRESS SPRINGS
Restaurant overlooking
beautiful Ky. Lake. To
Open everyday except
Monday for your dining
pleasure. Call 436-5496.
OPRYLAND IS
OPENING. Go with us
















capable of doing the





package afthe time of
its return:
_ tar) Transcript of
high school courses
and grades




good health from a
doctor
3. Apprenticeship ap-
plicants must take the
G.A.T.B. test at any










notified by mail at
their last known ad-
dress, of the time and
place to appear for an
interview.
Selection for the
program will be thade
without discrimination
because of race,





'break garden. Call 763- .
7207.
$25.041 • PER hundred
stuffing envelopes. Send
self-addressed, stamped




person to sell Jim
Walter Homes in the
Murray area. This is
your opportunity to
make good money as a
sales person. _If in-







in person, for ati-
  pointment call 492-8637.
DISTRIBUTOR WANTED











Mee-Fri. 1 LM.-4 P.M.
or write
Dree-11•16,
514 Pryer Way , Setvickle.
PA 15143
FIVE GIRLS needed for
telephone sales. Call 753-
- 3361 ask for Freddie.
FLEA MARKET Craft-
sman Fair and Antique
Show. Held April 16 and






is $10 for 2 days.
 •










-HO model trains 20 per
cent off, Murray Paint
and Hobby Center, 614
South 4th. ,
GOD KNOWS YOU. Do
you know him? May I
have the honor of in-
troducing you and ex-
plaining his plan for you
here on earth? Call 753-
-0984. Please -do not delay.
6 Help Wanted
WANTED A highly ex-
I, L.W. (DUB) LYONS perienced remodeling
am no longer with Earth carpenter. Apply Roy






















HELP WANTED - day or
evening part time phone
sales work. Light office
or delivery. Must have
car. Call 753-1387.
COOKS AND waitresses,
day shift. Apply in
person, Ky. Fried
Chicken, Murray.
SALESPERSON - full and
-part - time for Ladies








SALES - The Best
Paying Hard. Work
There Is! Are you in-
terested? If so, and




we'll train you in our
business and pay a
draw during training.
.This is not a (Fly-By-












An Equal Opportunity Employerl
6. Help Wanted








Call 527-1315 or 474-8854.
COINS AMERICAN and
foreign. Also old gold.
Call 753-924
15 Articles For Sale
NEW NAUTILUS Super
„metal detectors for the
professional relic and
cofn hunter. Exclusive
dealer in West Ky. and
Term. Call Bob Mills,
436-2415 after 5 p.m.
BLACK & DECKER skill
saw. 73/4 in. 1 h. p. $20.00.
Call 753-6328 after 3:00 p.
m.
G.E. AIR conditioner,
like new, used only 6
weeks. Excellent con-
dition. $295. Dinette
table and 6 chairs, $150,




Display case. 8 ft. long,
35m. high, It in. deep. 3







, addressed an stetaped -




sizes, all densities.. Cut
to your specs. West Ky.
Cabinet Co., 1203 Story
-Avenue-- 75371137.._ _ „„;
HOLE REDWOOD
Martin house barn
type). Also just arrived
new selection of
greeting cards. See or
call Gerald Wade*,
753-1712.
16 11.P. Lawn tractor with
42" mower and 3 pull,




mower. Used 1 season.
$110. Call 753-6299.
EIGHT WEEK OLD Fist
puppies. Make good
squirrel dogs. Steel tire




Sale price, $49.95. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
SALE - ALUMINUM
ladders, 6 ft. step, 114.88.












One pair of registered
treeing Walker pups and
2 Coon dogs. Call 474-
2161,
MAKE BEATEN down
carpet nap at doorways
bright and fluffy again




lumber 1" and 2"
dimensional stock. Also




15 Articles For Sale
LARGE TARPAULIN,
10'z26', in good con-
dition. Price $35. tall
753-6564.
TOBACCO AND tomato
-sticks. 13 cents each.
Call 4894126 or 435-4263.
WEED EATERS, Clippie
$25.99-, Snippy $43.95;















345-2633 for Farm Fan
Dryers. Dealer for
-Baughman Grain_ Bins,-._
also your Read bin and
long bin. Eaffy season
, on Baughman 'during
March.
FOR SALE - Maytag
portable washer and
dryer. Used about 5
months. $250.00 for both.- -




washer. A-1. Call 753-
3811.
LARGE HIGH back
swivel -rocker in good
condition. Call 753-3356
after 3:30.
TWO - GOOD USED
couches, French
Provincial table and
chairs. China cabinet, 2 -
end tables, coffee table,
and 2 chairs. Call 753-
3787.
ONE COUCH and chair, -
in excellent condition. -
One kitchen table and 4
chairs, good condition.
Ca11435-4521.
DRAPES, 1 pair, 150 x 84.
Two pair 75 x 84 Sears
Fiesta red and black





$45.00. We rebuild your
vacuum for $29.95. Call
753-0359, Mike Hutchens,
ELECTROLUX SALES




FOR ALL YOUR fencing






$60.00. One " row
cultivator, $65.00. Phone
753-7777.
FOR SALE -8-n Ford
tractor W-disc., plow,
cultivator and-bush hog..
Also 2 row cultivator
and roto tiller. Phone
247-5586.
TWO ROW PULL type
tobacco setter. Less
















14 FT. CHEROKEE boat,
35 h.p. Evirtrude motor..
Call 753-7948.




pontoons, sleeps 6, vole() '
I-0. Call 247-8267.
6' SIDEMIADER Bushog,




boat, 20 horse Johnson,
heavy-duty tilt trailer,
trolling motor 36" shaft,
Die-Hardr battery, the
Complete .crappie
fishing rig. Call 753-8351.
H.P. Johnson for sail
boat, practically new.
Heavy duty trolling








drive with B and S








made any size for an-
tique-beds 'or 1:snipers:- -








sale. Drive to Cuba and
save. We have the





27 Mobile Home Sales
12 x 58 NEW MOON, 3
bedroom.. Bargain
priced. See at Riviera
Cts. or call 753-3280.






Call 753-5497 before 2:00.
REDUCED 1973 Horn-





mobile home, 12 x 64, 2
bcdroom furnished,
except for couch, chair
and box springs. Un-
.derpinning included.
Call 753-1493. '




stove and &en-, concrete
steps, tfe down an4
under-pinned and
several other items. Call
753:0864.
FISHERMAN'S
PARADISE - 2 lots on
Sunset Court in Pine
Bluff Shores, Ky. Lake,
50' x 100' each and
trailer with living room;
bedroom attached, all
under same roof. Ideal
,f or summer living or
Weekend hideaway::
Price, $5,250. Call 751.
1449 after 5 p.m.
1972 CHALLENGER
mobile home. 24' x 411:` •
Three bedroom, bath
1 and 4. Call 753-8435. :.,
 •
1975 CRITERION 12 x 71,























































































27 Mobile Home Sales
EIGHT ACRES. 12 x 7Q 3
bedroom mobile home,
electric heat and central
air. 28 x 32 heated
workshop. New 4" deep
well. Water pipe to all 8
acres. All within 2 years
old. Beautiful location.
Call after 6 p.m. 901-247-
5457, Puryear, Tenn.
29 Mobile Home Rentals





mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280.
31 Want To Rent
COW PASTURE forl to 5
years for 25 to 400 head.




for May 1st. One year
lease. Mine - 474-221T,
leave message oat desk
for cabin 267, Atkinson,
after April 13 call collect
313-858-8338 or 313-673-
9401 after 6 p.m.
BEAN GROUND for rent.
Call 5274624, Benton
34 Houses For Rent
UNFURNISHED
HOUSE. Retired or
working family, no pets.
Rent $125. Deposit,
$50.00. Call 753-6354.,
FOR LEASE - four
bedroom, 2 bath, brick
home with (*Able
garage, ' nicely




36 For Rent Or Lease
FOR RENT OR LEASE,
retail store building on
south side court square
Mayfield, 2500 sq. ft.
Call Dal Boyd, 1-247-
2833.
FOR LEASE - Building,



















pups. Black and rust.










$25.00 each. Call 1427-
7800. -
43 Real Estate
TWO ACRES OF land
east of Almo on blacktop
road. Call 753-4418.
220 ACRE FARM only 2
miles from Ky. Lake.'
Suitable for row crop or
cattle. Good access.
Many fine building sites.
John C. Neubauer
Realtor, 505 Main,
Murray, 753-0101 or 753-
7531.
QUIET COUNTRY
LIVING in East Y
Minor,. A white brick 3
bedroom ranch home on
laige -lot. Has' electric
baseboard heat, carpet,




basketball court. A nice












way 280 just off 94 East.
Two bedroom trailer,




dryer. On large lot, 100'
x 200'. All for $7,500. Call






102 lama 415 Wrest
7S3-3113
44 Lots For Sale
82,750 EACH. Your choice -
of five (5) building or
mobile home lots. Sizes
- range from 100' x 357' t6
100' x 410'. Located on
US-641, 5 miles South of
Murray. Call Stinson
Realty Co. for details,
. 753-3744.
FOUR BEDROOM, Ps
bath home located at 714
Olive has economical
central gas heat and
central electric air:
Fireplace, sunken bath
s tub and many extra
features. Lots of living
area, for your fnoney._
Priced in the 40's. Phone
Kopperud Realty, 753-
1222 for more In-
formation.
QUALITY BUILT home
with lots of built-ins.
Beautifully landscaped
lawn with large fenced
backyard. Large patio
with gas grill. You must
see this modern 3
bedroom, 2 bath home to
appreciate its quality
and charm. Locatedeat
810 Broad and priced in
the 30's. Phone Kop-
perod Realty, 753-1222
for more information.
We are members of the
Multiple Listing Sec-,.
vice.
27 ACRES of jand.
Located near' New
Concord. Call '753-5996.
Priced for quick sale.
TWO ACRES WITH 5
roorwhouse, plus 1967 12
Oltrailer and lot. Call
492-8746.
(1) 4900 sq. ft. home _
located on a large
wooded lot. Owner will
consider trade for house-
in Canterbury. (2) Small
cottage located on 5
acres, 2 bedrooms,
outside storage ... less
than $15,000. Call




failed to get listing in
Directory. The number
is 753-5842.




113 S. 4th 753-2835
BUILDING LOTS. We





also one lot on Pot-
tertown Rd. Cali for
details, Fulton- -Young
Realty, 753-7333 or home
753-4946.
45 Farms For Sale
SMALL FARM. 9 acres
fenced located on itorth
side of Calloway County.
This land was in soy
beans last year, it also
has good building site
and on blacktop road.
Price ,Per!




off Highway 94 East.
New 4 strand barbed
wire fence with steel




46 Homes For Sale
SEVEN ROOM FRAME
house with large garden,
barn and lot. Three
other buildings on 641
just South of Hazel, call
753-4759 or 753-5004.
ONE YEAR ' OLD, 2
bedroom central heat
and air on LI acre
wooded lot. Conrad
Heights Subdivision.
For sale like paying
rent. Call 753-3745.







large lot. 1107 South 16th
Street. $32,500. Call 753-
0616.
THREE BEDROOM
frame on a large lot. 2.5
miles East of Murray on
Irvin Cobb Road. Call
436-5434.
TWO BEDROOM house in
Almo. Paneled
throughout and carpet in
living room. Will sell or






Better Boy tomatoes - 20( each, Peppers -
1V each. e also have a variety of standard
type tomatoes, very reasonable, also a
good selection of cactus and house plants.
Open 7 Days A Week
Located 61/2 miles West of Hazel, turn
West at state line road in Hazel, go 51/2
miles turn left and go 1 mile.
4
NEW BRICK home
beautiful 'wooded lot or,
Highway 641 242 miles
North of Hardin. Two
car garage, city water.
Energy efficient heat
pump and wood burner.
Call 527-1087.
NICE OLDER model 3
bedroom home, 2 car
detached garage-with 2
acres. Just off highway
94, three miles west of
Lynn Grove. Priced to
sell. $15000. Call 345-2545
days after 6:00 345-2208.
THREE. OR FOUR
bedroom house, 2 baths,
2 fireplaces, . electric
heat, window air con-
ditioner, carport.' 75' x




















by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Doug Taylor
4(6E9 at 753-2310 for free-estimates.
"1 CA1,1 EXELA____IN,PEAR. VVE BEEW
PI5CO5S)N6 THE Fl9HING 'ZONES
wri-H cowt."
46 Homes For Sale
BY OWNER -3 bedroom





Price. 3 Bedroom Brick,
approximately 2000 sq.





Honda 550 four with
windjammer: Call 753-
2226.
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1962 _CHEVY. V-8,
automatic, ey.erything
-wOrks.- Runs  goori._
• Licensed. $145 Phone
436-5343.
1971 TRIUMPH Daytona -
500. Excellent condition.






900 miles. $850 or best





1973 YAMAHA 650 CC,
5,000 miles, $500 or best
offer. Telephone 753-
1530.
HONDA CB 500, new
conditiOn, 1300 actual
miles. Moving must sell.
Ca11753-0495 after 4 p.m.
call 753-5267.
49 Used Cars 8 Trucks
1972 TOYOTA CORONA.
Air condition. New tires.
$1200 or best offer.
Three rail motorcycle










Custom, 2 dr. h. t., 350
automatic with double
power and air. $1050.00.
Phone 1-3544217.
1973 CATALINA station
'wagon. $1800. Gall 492-
8318.
1972 CHEVY pickup,
short, wide bed. Six
cylinder straight drive.
One owner. Good con-
dition. Call 492-8713 or
4924245 after 5 p.m.
1967 FORD VAN, 6
cylinder, straight shift.
$750. Call 489-2613.
1968 PLYMOUTH, 2 door,
hardtop, 6 cylinder, new
tires. 1966 Chrysler, 4
door with air. 1967
Chrysler 2 door hardtop
with air. Can be seen 401




Reduced to 82200. Call
753-4769.
1968 CAMARO needs
work. Call 767-2512 bet-




tilt steering wheel, good










. master plumber. Almo,
Ky. 753-8549.
NEED TREES cut, or
light hauling. Call 753-
470.7.
EXPERT BUILDING
and remodeling - one
cabinet, to complete




FENCE SALES - AT DRIVEWAYS White
SEARS now. Call Dour •;' 'rocked. -Sand and lime
_ Taylor at 753-2310 for hauled. Call Mark Bucy.
free estimates for your 753-8381.
needs.
CUSTOM HAY bailin
GUTTERING BY and custoni combining.
SEARS, Sears seamless Call 753-8090.
gutters installed per - -
year -spec-ific-ations--Call-





492  . .
, WILL SABYSIT in my
-FORD COURIER - 1975. home for infants 1 
year
5,000 miles.•411___ 
or under. Call 767-2555.
between 5-6" p in. or
before 9 a. m Will trade
for later mOdel car:
1968 PONTIAC,GTO drag
race ca,r. 400 phis c.i., 4
speed, some parts in-
elude M and H Holley,
Hurst, Hooker. Cam
Dynamic.s iiami_
more. Only 10 runs on
ear. Moving, must sell.
Over $2500.00 invested. -
Car runs strong, will
-seerifiee--fee-1440r-Feuf---
wheel trailer with
electric brikes for $385.
Call 436-5343
1977 FORD PICKUP
truck V-8 Color - Indo
tan. 1,064 actual miles.
Perfect condition. Call
435-4403
1971 GREMLIN 6 cylin-
der, $395 14 ft. Jon boat
and trailer. $25. Trolling
- motor. $25 Call 489-2595.
1907 CHEVY PICKUP,
black with roll bar, 4
wheel drive, AM-FM,
power and air, 4000
mires. Must sell. Call
753-9401
1972 CAPRICE, 4 door,
vinyl root, full power.




dition. $1250. Call 489%
2156 or 767-4745 after 5
p.m.
1971 LINCOLN CONTINENTAL
Ono Gassier lutwry Oar. Myst
NE. Top rondo:on. $2000.00
Call 751-5456
50 Campers
1973 SHASTA 13 ft.




SALES located 4 miles
East of Murray, on
Higliala 94 toward Ken-
Lake. Authorized Fan
and star Craft dealer.
Clean used campers.
Open 7 days per week.
Call 753-0605.
16' TRAILER, camper.














Custom Dozer work. No
job too 'big or too small.















struction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A. Paducah, Ky.














PAINTING interior and •
exterior. Texture ceiling
and-sheetrock-finishing:
ROOFING, or roof repair. 4011 Ralph Worley, 753-




Group outing? Trip out








ficient service. NO job












Service. Call 489-2414 or
901-642-0712.
ELECTROLUX SALES













753-1537, asit.for Rocky_ _
FOR " YOUR SEPTIC
TANK and backhoe
'work needs call John
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
43586.
LI C EN SE_ .
TRIC1AN and gas in-
stallation will do
plumbing, heating and




replacement for horne -










Call 753-6827 or 753-9618.
DRIVEWAYS white
rocked and graded. Free
estimates, Clifford
Garrison. Call 753;5429
after 4 p. m.
FOR A FREE estimate
on all stump removal.











Phew* 753-4435, Immo 7S3-
31%.
RIF PAV POSTAGE FIRST (LASS
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FREE ce
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ONIr
111;11"--11111 05/IMRE
?0 BILLFOLD SUE -
Ilia Tuall fIL LLI Us 100119
JET FILM SERVICE
PC .0111(619
UN,001 tit? TIN* ill7C
KIRBY Carpet Care.
Steam clean one room at
8 cents per sq. ft. and we
will clean the hallway
. free, limit 4 '110. A 1Q' x
10' room would only be
$8.00. Call Mike Hut-
chens, 753-0359. •
54 Free Column
FIVE • YEAR - old
miniature poodle with
papers and shots. Needs
country home, fenced in




peppies. Healthy. Fat as
little butterballs. Will be
small and will make
beautiful pets. Call 753-
-5016.
PAINTING INTERIOR
and exterior, by the hour
or job. For free estimate,











(This alphabetized page will run weekly - clip it from
the paper and save for handy reference) Oat
..._
Electrical
















































We con do (opened
Worronty Service
Nwy 94 List .
to 9 p. n. Twos , Wed
'S no to 10 p at.



















We service all bran-









oint. 10 a. m.































Noose wits, eve.. sewer
mower owd concrete tools nod
etc
753-5703


















brother, of Randall Kursave,
1620 Cellege Farm Road,
Murray, died Sunday at three
am, at the Jennie Stuart
Hospital, ,Hopkinsville, where
he had been hospitalized since
suffering a heart attack one
week before his death.
He was 484ears of age and
was employed at the Sherwin-
• Williams Paint Store at
• Hopkinsville. He was a retired
serviceman.
Mr. KurSave is survived by
his wife, Mrs. Elizabeth
Kursave, one daughter,
SarT, and three sons, Billy,
David, and Bobby Kursave,
all of Hopkinsville; three
"irters; lyres . Audrey Castle,
- North Bend, Or., Mrs. Darlene
Klockow, Las Vegas, Ne., And
Mrs. Caroline Delaney,




The funeral will be held.
• Tuesday •-ar two p.m. at - the
chapel of the Hughart Funeral
Home, Hopkinsville, with the
Rev. Randolph Allen. Full
military rites will be con-
ducted at the Green Hill
Memorial Gardens in
_Christian County.





Final rites for Rex Williams
of Hazel Route One were held
Sunday at one p.m. at the
Hazel Baptist Church with the
Rev. James Garland of-
ficiating:
' Nephews served as
pallbearers -and burial was in
the Greenhill Memorial
Gardens in Christian County.
The Miller Funeral Home of
Hazel was in charge of the
artaligeMtnta.—
Mr. Williams, age 75, a
retired farmer, died Friday at
two a.m. at the Murray-
,Calloway County Hospital.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. 011ie, Williams, Hazel
Route One; one: daughter,
Mrs. Wilma Sunner,
Hopkinsville; one son, Charles
Williams, Ellis Grove, II.; one
sister, Mrs. Ruth Futrell,
Palmer; seven grand-





The funeral for Jack Henson
was held Sunday at two p.m.
at the chapel of the Collier
Funeral Home, Benton, with
Bro. Kenneth Hoover of-
ficiating. Burial was in the
Jackson-Starks Cemetery.
Mr. Henson, age 54, Benton,
was killed Friday when his car
plowed into the rear of a semi-
trailer truck parked along
Interestate 69 five miles
southeast of Noblesville, Ind.
Survivors are his _mother,
Mrs. Icy Henson, Benton; two
daughters, Mrs. Lou Jean
Pierce, Murray Route Two,
and Mrs. Larry Overby,
Benton Route Three; one son,
Murrell Henson, Hardin;
three sisters, Mrs. Odis
Curtis, Mrs. Ida Rudd, and
Mrs. Cartha CrouSe, Benton;
six grandchildren.
Ira M. Tripp Div Funeral Services
At Health Center
Ira M. 4 of Murray
Route Three died Sunday at
5:35 p. m. at the Armour
Health Care Center, Paducah.
He was 85 years of age and a
member of the Friendship
Church of Cthrist.
Mr. Trim Is survived by hi?
wife, Mrs. Ruby Whaley
Tripp, Murray Route Three;„,
'one daughter, Mrs. Paul
(Sylvia) Holland, Murray;
three sons, T. T. Tripp,
Paducah, and Thomas R. and
Rudy Tripp, Murray; eight
grandchildren; four great
grandchildren.
The J. H. Churchill Funeral






The funeral services for
Mrs. Katy Miller of Hazel
Route Two were held Sunday
at three p. m. at the chapel of
the Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home with Bro. Henry Hargis
and Bro. John Dale officiating




,Randy and gichie White, Dan
Miller, Allen McKee', and
Terry Shoemaker. Honorary
pallbearers were Clarence
Milner, Lassiter Hill, Eunice
Housden, Brent Williams,
Hugh Osborne, Kenneth
Grogan, Joe Hemp Curd, John
Burton, and Melvin Grogan.
Burial was in._ the New
Providence Cemetery.
Mrs. Miller,- age 82, died
Saturday at 2:20 a. m. at.the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She was" member
of the New Providence Church
of Christ and the wife of Hardy
Miller who died in August
Held At Chapel
For Edvii; Stamps
Funeral services for Edwin
Stamps were held Sunday at
two p.m. at the chapel of the
Elm Grove Baptist Church




Thomas E. Roberts, Louis
Kerlick, Scott McNabb, and
Clyde Hale. Burial was in the
Murray Memorial Gardens.
The body of Mr. Stamps was
recovered Friday at the
mouth of Jonathan Creek,
according.to Marshall County
Coroner Jess Collier. He was
57 years of age and was Porn
February 23, 1919, the son of
the late Judson Carey Stamps
and Polly Tucker' Stamps.
Mr.-Stamps was a member
of the Elm Grove Baptist
Church, a veteran of World
War H, and an employe of the
Air Products, Calvert City..
Siirvjvors are his wife, Mrs.
Robbie Trevathan .Stamps,
1506 Glendale, Murray;
mother-in-law, Mrs. J. B.
Trevathan, and sister-in-law,
Ben Trevathan, Murray; one
niece, Mrs. Melissa
Trevathan, Nashville, Tn.;
two nephews, Kim Trevathan,
Murray, and Steven
Trevathan, Louisville.
Mrs. J. R. Watson
Dies Sunday; Rites
Scheduled Tuesday
Mrs. J.R. ( Lottie P.)
Watson, 1103 Poplar Street,
Murray, died Sunday at 3:30
a.m. at -the Murray-Calloway'.
County Hospital. She was 65
years of age.
. The Murray woman was a
— 1%5. -Borfl Jarman' VI, 1-8951 Y1 -member -of--the- Seventh -and -
wart County, Tn., she was Poplar Church of Christ. Born
the daughter of the late-W. ---February 15, 1912, in Calloway
(Bud) Shoemaker and Callie County, she was the daughter
Lee Shoemaker. of the late Lon Tidwell and
Survivors include one
daughter, Mrs. Gene (Sue) 
Value Brown Tidwell.
White. Paducah; _three sons, Survivors a
re her husband,
Hugh, Hardiman, and Bob W. J.R. Watson, to whom she
Miller, Hazel Route Two; one was married
 on October 1,
1938; one daughter, Mrs. Ronsister, Mrs. Hattie Miller,.
Granite City, Ill.; tivo (Debbie) Ha
le, Pittsburgh,
brothers, George Shoemaker,. Po.; two sons, RINUTie wats°R;
Hazel Route Two, and Douglas II% Broad Street, Murray, and
Shoemaker, Murray Route Jerry Watso
n, Hazel Route
Four; eight grandchildren; Two; three sis
ters, Mrs.
four great grandchildren. Milinda Moore,
 Paducah,
Mrs. Landon (Nola) Carr,
Murray Route Two, and Mrs.
Danny Lee. Wiseman Laura Kemp, Ma
yfield; one
brother, Cornelius Tidwell,
Dies At Age Of 28
Danny Lee Wiseman, age
28, an employe of Goshen
Cushion Company, Paris, Tn.,
died Saturday at the Henry
County General Hospital
there.
The funeral will be held
Tuesday at one p.m. at the
LeDon Chapel, Ridgeway
Morticians, Paris, Tn., with
burial to follow in the Hillcrest
Cemetery.
Mr. Wiseman is survived by
his stepfather and mother,
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Woods,
Paris, Tn.; one son, Danny
Lee Wiseman, Jr., California;
two sisters, Mrs. Kathy Sloan
and Mrs. Sheila Harrell,
Puryear, Tn.; two brothers,
Don Wiseman, Fork Polk,
Ihd., and Curtis Wiseman,
Fort Hood, Texas.
Murray Route One; six
grandchildren, Chad, Jeff,
Tony, Jay, and Christy
Watson and Alyssa Hale. -
The funeral will be held
Tuesday at two p.m. at the
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with Bro. John
Dale and Bro. Kenneth Hoover
officiating and Jerry Bolls as
song leader.
Nephews who will serve as
active pallbearers will be
Larry, Dennis, and Robert
Lynfi Tidwell, Rudy and Joe
Kemp, and Gene Walton
Turnbow. Honorary
pallbearers will be Edgar
Rowland, Wilson Hughes, Art
Jell, laymond Rayburn,
Clyde Steele, Forrest Boyd,
and Larry Puckett. Burial will
be in the Murray City
Cemetery.




Howard E. "Vernon died
Friday at the Jackson-
Madison County General
Hospital, Jackson, Tin. He was
56 years of age and a butcher.
Funeral services were held
Sunday at two p.m. at the
Friendship United ItIethodist
Church; Friendship, Tn.-, with
burial in the Bethesda
Methodist Church Cemetery_
Mr. Vernon is survived by
one daughter, Miss Pamela
Vernon, and one son, Johnny
Vernon, Friendship, Tn.; four
sisters, Mrs. Sebern Scott,
Puryear, Tn., Mrs. John Clark
and Mrs. L. F. Dunagan,
Friendship, Tn., and Mrs.






Mrs. Claude (Hattie) Myers
of Hazel died Saturday at 3:30
a. m. at the Westview Nursing
Heine, Murray. She was 81
years of age.
The Hazel woman and her
husband, Claude, who sur-
vives, celebrated their 61st
wedding anniversary on
December 19. Also surviving
are two sons, Coleman Myers,
Detroit, Mi., and J. L. Myers,
Valdosta, Ga., one sister, Mrs.
Eva Cannon, Murray, six
grandchildren; three • great
grandchildren.
Mrs. Myers was born June
lee 1895, in Calioway County
and was the daughter &Abe_
late J. H. Parker and
Elizabeth Coleman Parker.
The deceased was 'a
member of the Hazel Church
of Christ where funeral ser-
- vices are being held today at
two p. m. with Bro. Henry
__Hargis officiating and the
members of the church
providing the song service.
Serving as pallbearers are
Willie, David, and Rodney
'Myers,' Polk- Story,- W... it-
Oliver, and J. T. Taylor.
Burial will follow in the Green
Plain Cemetery with the
arrange,ments by the Miller
Funeral Home of Hazel._
Hog Market
Federal Matt Market News Service
Aprilll. 1977 .
Kentucky Purduute • Area Hog Market
Report InctwlesS Buying Mations-
Receipts: Act. 1207 Eat. 500 Barrows &
Gilts .25 higher Sows steady .50 higher
US 1-2 200-230 lbs. $3100-36.23
US 1-35)0.240 lb.. 835.25-36.00
US 3-4 240460 the. 135.25-35.75
US 3-4220.200 lb.. S34 23-23.23
Sows
US I-2270-3501b $31.00-32.00
US 1-3 300-430 lbs. 13200-3300
US 1,3 450-6501be. 133 00-34.50
US 2-3 300-500 lbs. 130.00-31.00
Boars 19.00-21.00
Easter. .
Minnelli and other seldom-
seen Western performers, and
movie theaters had special
late showings of popular
French, -Japanese and
American films.
The rival factions of the
Irish Republican Army held
marches in both Dublin,
capital Of the Irish republic,
and Belfast, the capital of
Northern Ireland, to com-
memorate the 1916 Eastei;
uprising. Meanwhile, the
IRA's Official wing accused
the Frovisionals of planting a
bomb that killed a 10-year-old
Belfast boy and several hours
later killing his uncle in a
street ambush. The
Provisionals denied
responsibility for the bombing
and refused to comment on the
shooting.
GET OVT OF MY
GARDEN --- DON'T
YOU DARE EAT
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Among Murray if oo students attending irt e
tent ky High School Speech foarnament held recently
at the niversity of Kentucky were jenny Francis, left,
and Debbie Geurin, both of Murray.
-
Gm. Dynamks
Gem Motors WS +04
Gen. lire  - WI +%
Goodrich 30% +44
4GuU OU . i WS -%
Pennwalt 34% +%
=Oats 
Stool   
21% -%
Add
Singer Mfg. 21 -%
MOP&  
Western Union 17% dic
&lath Radio 23% +%
Prices of dock of local interest at noon
EDT, today. furnished to tbo-Lediler &
Times by First of Michigan,. COrp., of
kturrity, are as follows-
/ledge:in Inc. WI +48
kteDmaids Corp, 42 +44
Ponderosa Systems 6% +%
lUmberly Clark 42% +4*
Won Carbide 56% -%
W.R. Grace 31% unc
Texaco 31% All
General Elec 49% MC
GAF Glad&  11% taw
 32% +%
Pfizer WO +141
Jim Walters 32% +%
Kirsdi 14% +44
Disney 35 unc
Franklin Mint Wo -%
(sTocx magar)
Prices of stocks of local interest at
noon today furnished to the l=s&
Times hy I. M. Sims Co. are as
Indus. As. +217
-W2,4+94/Wee 
AshIssid Oil  . A
a.T. & T 12% +44




The League of Women
Voters will meet tonight
(Monday) at 8:00 p.m. at the
United Campus Ministry, 202
North 15th Street, Murray.
A report on the slate of of-
ficers for the coming yeatwill
be made by the nominating
tominittee. All interested
persons are invited and urged
to attend, a spokesman said.
CPR Course To
Be Offered At MSU
A two-day -class in cardio-
pulmonary resuscitation and
basic life support will be of-
fered at Murray State
University April 16 and 17.'
Sponsored- -jointly 1- by the
university and the American
Red Cross, the course will
enable interested persons,
professional and lay people
alike, to work toward a lec-
ture-discussion and modular
certification in the field.
The course will cover a
period' of 16 hours, being
taught in Beshear Gym-
nasium of the Student Center'
from 830 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
each of -the iwo-days. The cost
/ 1 is $15, and participants are
John Brinkley, left, Hazel, and James Bibb, Rt. 2, Murray,
were among Calloway County High School students at-
tending the Kentucky High School Speech tournament
held recently at the University of Kentucky.
encouraged to pre-register
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LIMIT ONE COUPON PER CUSTOMER •
COUPON EXPIRES: APRIL 17,1977
misomes•••••••••••••••MismomOr
Kenton Tickets
To Be On Sale
At The Door
Tickets for the concert by
fhe Stan Kenton Orchestra at
Murray State Univereity on
Tuesday evening will be
available at the door prior to
the program.
Scheduled to begin at 8p. m.
in Lovett Auditorium, the
concert by the 19-piece or-
chestra will include the
variety of Music that has
helped to earn -Kenton .his
reputation as one ,of the
biggest Worlds in music over
the past 35 years.
'His orchestra will perform
in musical styles ranging from
popular and dance to
progressive jazz to con-
temporary innovations, a
reflection of Kenton's
belief that music must change
with the times.
The cOncert is sponsored by
the Gamma Delta chapter of
Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia music
fraternity on the campus.
Ticket prices are $3.50 for
adults, $2.50- for coHeee
students, and #2.50 each for
high-school students in groups
of 12 or more.
Pardon Us. . .
Due to an editing error, a
teadling was misleading on a
Murray University story
Saturday. The headline,
concerning a lecture this
week, should have read Jerry
Rothman lectures cancelled.
Rothman, had been scheduled
to lecture tonight here and
tomorrow at Ft. Campbell.
Due to a reporting error,
Joshua Tabers, Sr. was listed
as, a magisterial candidate
the wrong district recently.
Tabers is running for -the





118 St. 12*. 753-0035
Free Perking At Rear Door
Ii.
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